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Abstract
Molecular models allow computer simulations to predict the microscopic properties of macroscopic
systems. Molecular modeling can also provide a fully understood test system for the application of
theoretical methods. The power of a model lies in the accuracy of the parameter values which govern
its mathematical behavior. In this work, a new software, called ParOpt, for general high dimensional
non-linear optimization will be presented. The software provides a very general framework for the
optimization of a wide variety of parameter sets. The software is especially powerful when applied
to the diﬃcult task of molecular model parameter optimization. Three applications of the ParOpt
software, and the Nelder-Mead algorithm implemented within it, are presented: a coarse-grained
(CG) water–ion model, a model for the determination of lipid bilayer structure via the interpretation
of scattering data, and a reactive molecular dynamics (ReaxFF) model for oxygen and hydrogen.
Each problem presents specific diﬃculties. The power and generality of the ParOpt software is
illustrated by the successful optimization of such a diverse set of problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Molecular Models
Molecular models provide a framework for determining how the macroscopic characteristics of a
system arise from the interactions of underlying constituents. Molecular simulation can provide a
fully known system for testing the validity of a theory.1 That is, the predictions of a theoretical
framework applied to a model can be compared with the direct analysis of the model.2 Molecu-
lar models can also be used to explore systems for which an experimental construction would be
impractical.3 If a molecular model’s macroscopic properties are equivalent to those of of an ex-
perimental system, the microscopic details of the model may give an indication of the underlying
interactions of the real system.2 Molecular models are constructed by determining meaningful el-
ementary units of the system (e.g. an electron in an atom,4 a molecule in a fluid,5 or an amino
acid in a protein6) which represent fundamental components. Interactions among these units, and
in some cases a background environment,7 are chosen to best reflect the underlying physics. The
mathematical descriptions of these interactions contain parameters which determine the precise
nature of the relationship between model components. In order to produce a physically relevant
model, these parameters must be chosen, for instance via an optimization procedure, to reproduce
known characteristics or behaviors of the system.8 For example, the positions of atoms within a
crystal can be determined by reproducing scattering data.9 The spatial size and time duration of
systems that can be simulated are restricted by the size of fundamental units and their fastest
motions.10 For example, an atomistic water model can predict the alignment of molecules near a
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surface, but not the behavior of ocean currents.
An important consideration in the construction of molecular models is the complexity.11 Mod-
els with more complex mathematical formulation suﬀer from added diﬃculty in both parameter
optimization and calculation of model properties and predictions. Added computational costs and
parameterization complications are not the only drawbacks of increasing model complexity. In
addition, models with an excess of free parameters tend to have less transferability than simpler
models, i.e. more free parameters allows a model to be well tuned to a specific range of condition,
but the model may not be applicable in other instances. The lack of transferability in optimization
problems with large numbers of parameters for optimization is a consequence of over-fitting, where
a model reproduces the target precisely but lacks accuracy in conditions which diﬀer slightly from
those in the target function.12 Over-fitting can be avoided by having suﬃcient quantity of data,
relative to the number of free parameters.
1.1.1 Increasing model complexity
The simplest model for a collection of molecules is the ideal gas. In this model, each molecule is
treated as a point particle with no intermolecular interaction inside a finite volume. Since the ideal
gas molecular model has no interaction parameters, the macroscopic observables are dependent only
on the macroscopic state (and fundamental physical constants). Despite the extreme simplicity of
the model, it agrees well with experimental values when applied to gases with very weak interactions
(e.g. Nobel gases) and at high temperatures. As an example, the ideal gas law has been applied to
a gas ignited by an electric spark13). The ideal gas exhibits no phase behavior.
The van der Waals approach in general is based on the separation of intermolecular interactions
into short range repulsion (which arises due to the Pauli exclusion principle) and the much weaker
long range attraction (arising in neutral, non polar molecules primarily as a result of the induced
dipole dispersion forces).14 The simplest approach, the hard sphere model, assume no attractive
forces and infinitely steep repulsion. Mean field approximation to the attractive interactions replace
intermolecular interactions with an average interaction with a uniform field. Extensions of this
approach include replacing the hard sphere repulsion and mean-field interaction with an explicit
calculation of an intermolecular, distance dependent potential. The repulsive interaction becomes
steep but finite, and the mean-field interaction is replaced with pair-wise interaction. More complex
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systems can be modeled by including explicit electrostatics between non-neutral molecules/sub-
molecular groups and the addition of bonded interactions within molecules.
The hard sphere model is an extension of the ideal gas, where gas molecules interact via the
potential
Vhard(r) =

∞ if r ≤ σ
0 if r > σ
. (1.1)
Even this simple model, with one free parameter (σ) exhibits interesting behavior, with a first
order transition between a solid phase and a single fluid phase.15 The hard sphere model is a good
model for fluid systems at high density, a regime when the behavior of the system is dominated by
repulsive interactions.16
The van der Waals equation of state can be derived by adding interaction between particles
and a cohesive background field as a perturbation to the excluded volume model15 (equivalent to
the hard sphere model for low densities). The equation of state is given by
P = RT
v − b −
a
v2
(1.2)
where P is the pressure, v is the per particle volume, R is the universal gas constant, and T the
temperature.17 The parameters a and b are specific to the system being modeled. The van der Waals
fluid which has two free parameters, a (a measure of the average intermolecular attraction) and b (a
measure of the excluded volume per molecule) is the simplest model which exhibits a higher-order
liquid-gas phase transition,18 but cannot represent a fluid-solid transition due the breakdown of the
model at high particle concentrations.
The combination of the hard sphere model and a mean field cohesive interaction is able to
represent both the solid-fluid transition of the hard sphere model and the liquid-gas transition of
the van der Waals fluid.19 This model is able to reproduce much of the thermodynamic behavior
of a weakly interacting gas (Argon in the case of Longuet-higgins and Wisdom).19
The van der Waals fluid and the hard sphere model have molecules as the fundamental inter-
acting units. The atomic configuration can be taken into account by defining interactions between
atoms. Within a molecule, covalent bonds are typically modeled via harmonic spring potentials
defined between 2 - 4 atoms.1 Further additions allow more diverse sets of molecular systems to be
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modeled. For example, polar molecules such as water have uneven distributions of charge, due to
the large diﬀerences in atomic electronegativities. This can be treated in classical molecular models
by introducing partial atomic charges. In eﬀect these partial charges assign fractions of electrons
to diﬀerent atoms within a molecule.20
All of these additions to the simple molecular models introduce complexity into the mathe-
matical description of the interactions and more free parameters which must be adjusted in order
to model real world systems. For example, the addition of partial charges adds a free charge pa-
rameter for each atom in a molecule. The Lennard-Jones interaction (equation (1.3)) involves two
parameters for each pair of atom types.21
VLJ(r) = ϵ
[(
σ
r
)12
− 2
(
σ
r
)6]
(1.3)
The Morse potential (equation (1.4)), which was developed to model the vibrational spectra of
diatomic molecules,22 requires three parameters and provides greater flexibility than the Lennard-
Jones interaction at the expense of computation cost in the evaluation of exponential functions.
VMorse(r) = ϵ
[
e−α(r−σ) − 2e−α/2(r−σ)
]
(1.4)
A modification of the Morse potential (see chapter 3) replaces the constant parameter α with
functions dependent on the interatomic separation r. This introduces extra parameters, increasing
the cost of optimization and simulation, but also the flexibility of the model.207
VMod-Morse(r) = ϵ
[
e−α(r)(r−σ) − 2e−α(r)/2(r−σ)
]
(1.5)
α(r) =

αL + (α0 − αL)(1− r/σ) if r ≤ σ
βR + (βc − βR) r−σrc−σ if r > σ
where rc is the cutoﬀ radius of the potential function evaluation, beyond which point the potential
is assumed to vanish. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison of several functions with diﬀering model
complexity. The simplest of these, the hard sphere model, requires only one parameter (σ). The
Lennard-Jones potential requires two, (σ and ϵ). The Morse potential adds a third parameter (σ,
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ϵ, and α) while a modified version of the potential has a total of six (σ, ϵ, αL, α0, βR, and βc).
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of interaction potential functions of increasing complexity. All functions are
plotted as function of reduced separation (r′ = r/σ) and energy (V ′(r) = V (r)/ϵ). The hard sphere
model is plotted a sphere radius of σ/2. For the Morse potential, α = 7 is used. For the modified
Morse potential, values of used are α0 = 13, αL = 10, βc = 11, βR = 3, and r
′
c = rc/σ = 2.5.
Bonded interactions modeled via a harmonic potential require a “spring” constant energy pa-
rameter and an equilibrium spatial parameter (distance for a bond, angles for 3- and 4- body
interactions).
1.1.2 Water
System can be studied via mathematical molecular modeling on a wide range of scales, from electron
and nuclei to large collections of atoms and molecules. Independent of spatial/temporal scale, the
complexity of the optimization procedure depends on the number of independent free parameters
describing the interactions.
Water is a a rewarding system of study in many fields for several reasons. Water is a fundamental
factor in a wide variety of fields, including biology, chemistry and physics.24 Despite the ubiquity of
water, its fundamental material properties are fairly atypical compared with other similar liquids.25
Many of the anomalous properties of water, e.g. large heat capacity, density maximum above the
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freezing point, and solvent characteristics are responsible for the importance of water.
Due to both the importance and diﬃculty in understanding the microscopic properties which
lead to the anomalous macroscopic characteristics, many models exist which attempt to model
water and its interactions with other molecules on a molecular and atomic level. The simplest of
these models treat water as a background continuum. The most basic of these implicit solvent
models reduce water to a constant dielectric background medium. More complex implicit solvent
models utilize the Poisson-Boltzmann equation and approximation to model a water solvent with
ionic concentration.26 Coarse-grained models treat molecules27 or groups of molecules28–33 as fun-
damental units. Three point water models typically treat water with a Lennard-Jones interaction
centered on the oxygen atom. Harmonic bonds and angles between oppositely charged oxygen
and hydrogen atoms give rise to a variable water molecule dipole moment, though these are often
fixed for computational eﬃciency. Four and higher site models add extra interaction sites in order
to model the electronic distribution (lone-pair electrons and atomic polarization) of the oxygen
atom.34,35
1.2 Optimization
Determination of parameters is vital for ensuring the accuracy of any model. In order for a math-
ematical model of a molecular system to have relevance to experimentally observable systems, the
parameters governing their interactions must be chosen such that the model is a reasonably ac-
curate representation of the real system. Parameters can be chosen by solving the constrained
optimization problem:
min
p∈P
f(p) (1.6)
where P is the parameter space to be explored, p is a point in the parameter space and f is a
target function which measures the discrepancy between model predictions and target data.36 The
parameter space P may be bounded or unbounded. In the case of bounded optimization, limits
are placed on parameter values, including limits on complex functions of parameter values. If a
maximum value optimizes the model, the problem can be solved by minimizing −f .
The general problem of optimization arises in many diﬀerent fields from physical sciences and
engineering to social sciences and finance. Diﬀerent models and methods for determining the
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suitability of models lead to a wide variety of optimization problems. Because of the substan-
tial diﬀerences in the computation costs of the comparison, the size of the parameter space, and
the characteristics of the target function in optimization problems, there are many methods for
obtaining solutions.
Target functions for molecular models typically have certain properties which make the opti-
mization procedure a significant challenge. The computational cost of a target function evaluation
is often very high. For the specific case of molecular models, the target function is very rarely
a closed, analytic function. Rather, evaluation of the target function involves simulations of the
model followed by comparison of model observations with those of either experiment or a more fun-
damental model (such as ab initio quantum mechanics in the case of atomistic molecular dynamics
or atomistic models in the case of coarse-grained molecular dynamics). The comparison of simula-
tion results can be inexpensive, if only single point calculations (e.g. partial charges, bond orders,
energy) are used for tuning. When ensemble samples are required (e.q. density, diﬀusion), target
function evaluations can take hours or even days to compute. Recent approaches to molecular
model parameter optimization have included the usage of gradients of observables with respect to
potential parameters.37,38 This typically involves the usage of second- and third-order fluctuations
of MD observables in the optimization procedure, which is diﬃcult to determine precisely.38
The numerical characteristics of the target function also contribute to the diﬃculty of opti-
mization. Since molecular simulation is often chaotic, very slight changes in parameter values can
lead to large changes in target function values. This results in numerical instability in the target
function and the possibility of stochasticity. In these cases, repeated evaluation of an identical point
in parameter space can yield diﬀering results. The potential for stochasticity and instability make
the computation of a numerical derivative nearly impossible. The stochasticity of target functions
also leads to a problem of uniqueness.
If the optimization lacks uniqueness, there may be many equally acceptable solutions. The
uniqueness issue does not present a severe challenge in the case of molecular modeling since the
target function is only one indication of the fitness or the accuracy of the model in representing
a real system. Rather than requiring the absolute global minimum, we are interested instead in a
point in space which has low target function value and performs well when compared with validation
data not used in the optimization procedure.
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When choosing an optimization method, therefore, the goal is to provide the most improvement
in the parameter suitability with the fewest possible function evaluations. Additionally, the behavior
of the method at high target function value is more important than the convergence properties very
close to the minimum.
1.2.1 Gradient Based Methods
Gradient based optimization methods are a group of line search optimization algorithms which
determine the direction for optimization in part by the computation of either a numerical or analytic
gradient. The gradient (equation (1.7)) gives the direction of fastest decrease in the target function.
−∇P f(p) =
N∑
i
∂
∂Pi
f(p) (1.7)
For the optimization of analytic functions, the computation of the gradient is a simple function
evaluation, since a closed form of the gradient can be computed only once. For optimization of
numerical methods, which includes almost all molecular models, the gradient is computed using at
least N + 1 evaluations of the target function.
Steepest descent is a line search method where the direction of search at each iteration is chosen
to be along the gradient, ensuring that the path is along the direction of maximal reduction of the
function f at point p. The method has the advantage of requiring only once diﬀerentiable continuous
functions (no higher order derivative are required). To compute the numerical derivative, steepest
descent requires O(N) evaluation of f at each step. Steepest descent converges to only the local
minimum with a rate of convergence which is very slow for certain problems.36 Additional costs in
computation arise when restrictions (e.g. Wolfe conditions) are imposed on step lengths.
Conjugate gradient interactively computes a new vector conjugate to all previous vectors, typi-
cally using the gradient at the initial point as the first vector. The linear conjugate gradient specifies
a step length, thereby eliminating some of the extra costs of steepest descent. In the non-linear
version of conjugate gradient, a one dimensional line search is performed to minimize the target
function along the new conjugate vector. The method, for quadratic functions, converges in at
most N iterations.39
Newton’s method requires computation of the Hessian matrix and therefore a large set of second
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derivatives.36 This involves O(N2) target function evaluations. It also requires the Hessian to be
positive definite, placing further restrictions on the problems it can be applied to. The rate of
convergence is quadratic. Quasi-Newton methods begin with an initial guess Hessian, typically the
identity matrix, and improve the approximate as optimization progresses. It reduces the per step
complexity to O(N) and still has a faster than linear rate of convergence.39
1.2.2 Direct Search Methods
Computation of the gradient may be disadvantageous due to several possible target function prop-
erties. Instability in a target function, i.e., extreme sensitivity to small changes in parameter values,
can make the determination of local gradient unreliable. Target function stochasticity contributes
to instability. When the target function evaluation has a high computational cost, the N eval-
uations to compute a gradient at every optimization step may make such methods prohibitively
expensive.40 In these situations, direct search methods are preferred. These methods optimize by
sampling the target function value itself without explicit computation of a derivative.
The genetic algorithm is a direct search method inspired by evolutionary principles.41 An in-
dividual in a population is a point in parameter space (a possible solution to the optimization
problem). The fitness of each individual is defined as the target function value for the associated
point in parameter space. A step in optimization consists of first selection of individuals based on
fitness. Individuals with lower fitness values are culled from the population. A new population is
generated from the surviving individuals by applying crossover (determination of oﬀspring by the
parameter values of one or more parents) and mutation (random modification of oﬀspring parame-
ter values). The fitness of the new generation is then determined by target function evaluation and
the procedure iterates.
The particle swarm method is inspired by large groups of animals (e.q. swarms of insects, schools
of fish) exhibiting cooperative behavior.42 Each individual in the swarm has knowledge of both its
own lowest function value and also the lowest function value of some subset of the swarm. The
velocity of the individual in parameter space is then modified to approach both of these points at
each iteration. This method has the advantage of simultaneously considering both local and global
information.
The Nelder-Mead algorithm is a simplex based method which iteratively evolves a set of N +1
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points on a surface defined on an N dimensional parameter space. The choice of a simplex is
motivated by the goal of minimizing target function evaluations. The simplex has the fewest
number of points required to estimate the gradient.43 Since the algorithm is determined by the
ordering of target function values, and not the values directly, it is well suited to the optimization
of stochastic target functions. The Nelder-Mead algorithm is described in detail in chapter 2.
In the molecular models discussed in this work, target functions must be evaluated numerically.
In the case of the reactive molecular dynamics forcefield ReaxFF (see chapter 5) and coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (see chapter 3) target function evaluations can take hours to compute. These
target functions, which require molecular dynamics simulations, also suﬀer from instability and
stochasticity. Due to these target function properties, the Nelder-Mead method is well suited to
the optimization of model parameters.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
This document presents the development of a software framework for parameter optimization,
ParOpt, along with several applications. Chapter 2 presents the software design aspects and opti-
mization algorithm implementations in ParOpt (the manual is included in appendix A). Optimiza-
tion of molecular models is a high-dimensional and computationally expensive problem. The target
functions also may suﬀer from stochasticity, instability, and a lack uniqueness. These properties
make the usage of gradient based methods impractical. Therefore, development of ParOpt has
focused on direct search optimization methods in general and Nelder-Mead in particular. The next
several chapters, 3 through 5, demonstrate successful applications of the ParOpt to challenging
molecular model optimizations, in the order of the complexity of the optimization defined by the
size of the parameter space.
Chapter 3 covers the optimization of a coarse-grained (CG) model of water and ions (sodium and
chloride). In this model, four water molecules are represented by one CG bead. CG water particles
have internal charges separated by fixed bonds and a variable angle, thereby modeling a four-water
cluster with a variable dipole moment. Ion CG beads represent partially solvated ions, with each
bead consisting of one ion and four water molecules. This structure ensures similar size between
beads and also allows for the future extension of the model to ion transfer between beads. All inter-
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bead interactions are modeled by a modified Morse potential. The functional form of this potential
is such that long-range attractive and short-range repulsive interactions are decoupled, giving the
potential a high degree of flexibility in terms of parameters. This adds more parameters than the
traditional Lennard-Jones interaction. The method reduces degrees of freedom in the simulated
systems by increasing the degrees of freedom in the optimization procedure. Thus simulations are
less computationally costly, while the parameterization, which needs to be performed only once,
requires more time.
Real space molecular structure can be determined by analysis of the phase space information
yielded by scattering data. Chapter 4 presents the application of ParOpt to the interpretation of
lipid bilayer X-ray and neutron scattering data. The model of the lipid bilayers presented here
(ADP) is atomically detailed, an extension over the widely used SDP model. Due to the large
number of free parameters and small amount of experimental data, the methods developed to
extract bilayer structural data are statistical in nature. Bilayer properties are determined from
averages of ensembles of optimal models. The model and methods allow the future analysis of
more complicated system, e.g. transmembrane proteins, bilayers with multiple lipid components,
and asymmetric bilayers, which are not tractable with existing models and methods.
Chapter 5 presents an optimization of a reactive molecular dynamics forcefield (ReaxFF).
ReaxFF calculates bond order, a measure of the degree of covalent bonding, for all pairs. All
intramolecular, bonded interactions are written in terms of the bond order so that as interatomic
distance increases, the bond order and related energies go smoothly to zero. This allows the sim-
ulation of chemical reactivity in a classical molecular dynamics framework. Additionally, since
changing bonds implies changing electronic structure, atomic partial charges are calculated dy-
namically via a charge equilibration procedure, QEq. Though the ReaxFF model has been applied
successfully to a constant volume water system (see appendix B), the model lacks accuracy in the
isobaric ensemble. This limits the applicability of ReaxFF to biological problems, where constant
pressure is normally required. Additionally, though hydrogen peroxide is in an important oxidative
species in biological systems, the available ReaxFF parameter sets do not model its interactions
well. Since the size of the parameter space for oxygen and hydrogen in on the order of a hundred
and the calculation of macroscopic model properties is computationally expensive, the optimization
procedure is broken into multiple phases. First, the QEq parameters are independently optimized
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to reproduce quantum partial charges. Using these parameters, the bond energy and related terms
are optimized against single point quantum energy calculations. A subset of the these parameters,
which define the non-bonded interactions, is then optimization to reproduce experimental water
properties. The final two steps in the procedure are performed iteratively to ensure that the model
is able to simultaneously reproduce both ab initio calculation and experimental observations.
Appendix B presents an application of the ReaxFF to the interface between an nanoscale silica
film and water. Due to the reactive nature of the model, many interesting properties of the system
are determined, including the composition of silanol groups on the surface, a possible mechanism of
water diﬀusion across the interface, and the rate of hydrogen diﬀusion via a bond hoping mechanism
in the bulk silica region.
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Chapter 2
ParOpt
2.1 A Note to the Reader
This chapter contains previously published material, reused with permission, from J. C. Fogarty,
S.-W. Chiu, P. Kirby, E. Jakobsson, and S. A. Pandit. “Automated Optimization of Water–Water
Interaction Parameters for a Coarse-Grained Model”. J. Phys. Chem. B 118.6 (2014), 1603–1611.
2.2 Introduction
A software for parameter optimization (ParOpt) was developed in order to provide a general frame-
work for the treatment of challenging numerical target functions using various methods. The focus
in the design of ParOpt was on generality and modularity. To this end, target function evaluations
are performed external to the optimization routine, allowing users to employ custom or existing
software to compute any desired target function. This chapter serves as an overview of the design
and general structure of ParOpt, as well as a description of the primary methods implemented.
The user manual describes in detail the usage of the software and is included in appendix A. In
the late development stages, a similar software, GenOpt (Generic Optimization Program),44 was
found which has similar goals as ParOpt. The existence of GenOpt was missed due its exclusive
application within the building optimization field and without widespread use or citation. The
GenOpt software implements the Nelder-Mead simplex method, as well as particle swarm and
other optimization approaches. The major diﬀerences between GenOpt and ParOpt are due to the
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targeted user bases. GenOpt is written with portability in mind. To this end, it was developed in
the Java programming language, to maximize the variety of computation platforms on which it can
be executed. ParOpt on the other hand, was developed with large scale computing in mind. It is
therefore written in C, and relies on the flexibility of a Unix based environment. ParOpt provides
additional abstraction barriers to aid in executing long time simulations and multi-step analysis and
comparison. Additionally, ParOpt provides an extremely general framework for defining constraints
on parameter space, described in section A.3.5, which has been instrumental in tuning interrelated
parameters in chapter 3 and chapter 4. ParOpt is available for download under the GNU public
license at https://csmlabfs1.cas.usf.edu/Sites.207
The task for the ParOpt user is to define the parameter space over which optimization will
proceed, determine the target function defined on that parameter space, choose an optimization
method, and execute ParOpt. The software then performs target function calculations by executing
external software, and communicates with those commands via the writing of force field files to disk.
Because of this approach, target functions with a closed form or very computationally inexpensive
calculations would suﬀer from the overhead costs of running ParOpt. These types of problems
would be best approached using diﬀerent software. An exception to this rule, the lipid structure
calculations presented in chapter 4 are implemented internally, requiring no external procedures or
disk operations. Since the Nelder-Mead algorithm is the method employed in the applications of
ParOpt in this work, it will be described in greater detail (see section 2.5.3) than other optimization
methods.
2.3 Parameter Space Definition
The parameter space in a ParOpt optimization is defined by determining how an external set of
force field files which govern the interactions will be written. The user specifies the format and
structure of these files. For each target function evaluation, the ParOpt software writes these files
to disk. The number of variable parameters to be written sets the dimensionality of the problem.
Users are able to define constant parameters which are used for force field file preparation but
are not a part of the parameter space. These force field files are then used by later phases of the
function evaluation. The parameter space can be restricted by the application of minimum and
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maximum values on individual parameters or arbitrary functions in parameter space. How these
constraints are treated depends on the optimizer utilized. In the case of Nelder-Mead, constraints
may be handled in two ways. As suggested by Nelder-Mead,45 an very high target function value
can be assigned to points outside of the allowed parameter space, ensuring that these points will
not be added to the simplex. Alternatively, points selected outside of the parameter space can
be mapped onto the allowable space. In the case of minimum and maximum constraints, this
involves setting the parameter value equal to the extreme value. For complex functional constraints
(see section 2.3.1), this mapping is user defined, and is determined via similar calculations as the
constraints themselves.
2.3.1 Parameter Constraints
Constraints, or bounds on the parameter space, can be specified in two ways. First, users can specify
minimum and maximum values for each parameter. These ranges are used to define the construction
of initial simplexes in Nelder-Mead, and are optionally used to define simple bounds, dependent on
only individual parameters, on the parameter space. More general constraints can be applied using
a custom constraint language. This language consists of operators, their arguments, and a symbol
table. The symbol table consists of mappings from parameter names to their associated values.
Operators include comparisons (e.g. <, >=) logical operations (&, |, !) a conditional operator
(if), and an assignment operator. A user defines a constraint using the assignment operator:
(assign param\_name value). The value to be assigned to the parameter is determined by the
location of the point in parameter space, using comparisons and conditionals. The conditional
operator takes three arguments, a boolean, the value to return if true, and the value to return if
false. For example, a user may specify a minimum value, and a mapping from values outside of the
bound onto the boundary using:
(assign param (if (> param MAX) MAX param)
This statement sets the value for the parameter with name param to MAX if the parameter value
exceeds MAX. Otherwise, the parameter retains its initial value. Chapter 4 presents the optimization
of an atomically detailed model for lipid bilayers. In this model, atoms are constrained to be within
a bond length of each other. This requirement is applied via:
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(assign atom1 (if (> (- atom1 atom2) BOND_LENGTH) \\
(+ atom2 BOND_LENGTH) atom1))
(assign atom1 (if (> (- atom2 atom1) BOND_LENGTH) \\
(- atom2 BOND_LENGTH) atom1))
where atom1 and atom2 are the mean positions of two atoms, and BOND_LENGTH is the maximum
possible bond length. Using this language, the user can specify very complex bounds on the space
which depend on any number of parameters. An important consideration when applying such
constraints is the order in which they are performed, as changing the order of operation can change
the resulting point in parameter space.
2.4 Target Function Definition
In ParOpt, a target function evaluation is divided into three distinct phases: simulation, analysis,
and comparison. Since these phases have important logical diﬀerences, this abstraction makes for a
more powerful framework. In optimization of molecular models, the simulation phase is typically the
most computationally expensive. Therefore, the simulation phase in ParOpt is parallelized, with the
assumption that all simulations are independent. Simulations can be defined with multiple phases,
to be executed sequentially. Simulations should be dependent only on the point in parameter space
being considered. After all simulations are completed, the analysis and comparison phases are
performed. Since each target function component is treated independently, each component has
both an analysis and a comparison phase. Target function component evaluations are performed
serially, in the order in which they are defined by the user. During the analysis phase, aggregate
information about the model is extracted from the full trajectories generated during the simulation
phase. This data is then output in a format compatible with the target data. The comparison
phase is the comparison of the target data with the observed data. This phase, which should
require minimal processing of the data, returns a single real number which represents the function
value of the associated target function component to ParOpt. The user has great freedom in
the ParOpt framework and has the ability to reduce the entire target function calculation to an
inadvisably complex comparison method which depends directly on the parameter values.
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2.5 Optimizers
The focus of ParOpt is on the optimization of molecular models, which typically involves simulation
phase calculations with very high computational costs. Applications of ParOpt on force field
optimization have been for target function evaluations which take up to a day to complete (see
chapter 5). Due to these long simulation times, the choice of optimizers in ParOpt has been driven
by the reduction of number of function evaluations. Also, the focus of ParOpt development has
been toward the most rapid reduction of target function value, with the least computational cost,
as opposed to methods with ideal convergence properties.
2.5.1 Steepest Descent
A steepest descent like optimizer is implemented in ParOpt as a very basic optimization procedure.46
Each dimension in parameter space is treated independently. For a given parameter, three target
function evaluations are performed, for the initial value and for the initial value incremented and
decremented by a given step size. An exact quadratic fit to these three points is performed, and a
corresponding move towards the center of the parabolic is performed. This procedure is performed
sequentially for each parameter, and iteratively over the entire set of parameters.
2.5.2 Particle Swarm
The particle swarm method is an optimization routine inspired by the natural behavior of large
groups of insects. Each particle is a single point in parameter space for each trajectory step. Each
particle records the both lowest target function value it has visited and the lowest value for a certain
subset of the swarm. Each particle is able to explore the space in a manner determined both by the
local and the global environments. The subset of the swarm that each particle communicates with
defines a graph on the particles. Diﬀerent connectivities in this graph yield diﬀerent optimization
methods. For ParOpt, the fully connected graph, i.e. all particles communicate the lowest point
with all other particles, is implemented. An initial set of particles, with random positions within
the allowed parameter space and zero velocities defines the initial set of particles. Particle velocity
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is then updated at each trajectory step by
Vi(t) = ωVi(t− 1) +
[
ΦpRp(X ′i −Xi(t)) + ΦgRg(X ′ −Xi(t))
]
(2.1)
where X ′i is the lowest target function value explored by particle i, X ′ is the lowest value explored
by all particles, Φp, Φg, ω are parameters which balance the optimization between local and global
optimization, and Rp and Rg are random numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1).
The position of each particle is then updated by its velocity. Several diﬀerent cutoﬀ methods are
available, including a cutoﬀ on the root mean squared diﬀerence in particle positions.
2.5.3 Nelder-Mead
Nelder-Mead is a popular direct search method. The preference for direct search methods in
the implementation of ParOpt was motivated primarily by the challenging properties of certain
target functions, i.e. instability and stochasticity, which make the direct computation of a gradient
impractical. There are drawbacks to the usage of the Nelder-Mead method, most importantly a
lack of guaranteed convergence and the possibility of slow rates of convergence, especially near
minima.47 Nelder-mead can be shown to converge to non minimizing points in parameter space in
certain situations.48,49 These issues may prove significant in certain situations, but when optimizing
molecular models, the problems of convergence are not particularly serious. In molecular model
optimization, the absolute minima is not always required or available. The stochasticity of the
target functions, as well as the disparity in the types of target data in many cases means that
no optimization method can approach arbitrarily close to a minimum. Since the Nelder-Mead
algorithm relies on the ordering of points in parameter space, it is less sensative to stochasticity
than other methods. Additionally, the results of optimization will be applied to a much wider set
of data, and the optimal model in reproducing the target data is not guaranteed to be the best
model for other situations. Despite the lack of attractive convergence properties, the Nelder-Mead
method is powerful tool in the case of molecular model optimization due to the high cost of the
target function and the inability to calculate gradients and higher order derivatives. Furthermore,
the Nelder-Mead method provides significant improvement in the early stages of optimization, and
has very good eﬃciency in terms of target function improvement per function evaluation.50
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The Nelder-Mead method produces a set of optimal parameter values by iteratively evolving
M + 1 points on the M -dimensional parameter space using four basic moves45 :
Reflect: Replace the highest point with a point reflected about the centroid of the remaining
points.
Pr = (1 + α)P − αPh (2.2)
Expand: If the reflected point is lower in value than all points in the centroid, consider a point
further from the centroid.
Pe = γPr + (1− γ)P (2.3)
Contract: If the reflected point would remain the highest, consider a point nearer to the simplex.
Pc = βPh + (1− β)P (2.4)
Shrink: Move all points nearer to the lowest point.
Pi = δPi + Pl(1− δ) for all Pi with i ̸= l (2.5)
The M + 1 individual points in the in the M dimensional space are denoted by Pi while the
subscripts h and l represent the lowest and highest points respectively. The centroid is defined by
P = 1
M
M+1∑
i̸=h
Pi. (2.6)
Values used for optimization of water parameters are those suggested by Nelder-Mead:45 α = 1.0,
γ = 2.0, β = 0.5, and δ = 0.5. Figure 2.5.3 graphically illustrates the Nelder-Mead simplex trans-
formations.
The Nelder-Mead algorithm replaces the highest point in the simplex with one of lower target
function value by applying these moves. A Nelder-Mead step begins with calculation of a reflect
move. If the target function value for this new reflected point is lower than all points in the simplex,
an expansion move is attempted. If this expanded point is lower than all points in the simplex,
it is accepted. If the reflected point is not higher than the highest point in the new simplex, it is
accepted and replaces the highest point in the simplex. If the newly accepted reflected point is still
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of Nelder-Mead simplex transformations. The initial simplex
is drawn solid green and its transformation in dotted red. Blue arrows are drawn from initial
to the new point considered. Transformations are: (a) the reflection of the highest point about
centroid of the remaining points (equation (2.2)), (b) the further expansion along the line of reflec-
tion (equation (2.3), (c) the contraction along the line joining the centroid and the highest point
(equation (2.4)), (b) a reflection followed by a contraction, and (e) the shrinking of the simplex
by shifting all points nearer to the lowest point (equation (2.5)). Values for the transformation
coeﬃcients are those suggested by Nelder-Mead:45 α = 1.0, β = 0.5, γ = 2.0, and δ = 0.5.
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the highest point in the simplex, a contraction step is attempted. If the contracted point is higher
than the highest point in the simplex, then a shrink move is applied, replacing all points except the
lowest. If the contracted point is lower than at least one point, it is accepted into the simplex. This
process is repeated until the stopping criterion is met. The stopping criterion for the Nelder-Mead
method is a cutoﬀ on the root-mean-squared target function value over the entire simplex. The
number of occurrences of each move in an optimization depends on the characteristics of both the
simplex and the target function, and is therefore problem specific.
The original description of Nelder-Mead has no set method for boundary conditions on the
parameter space, though suggestions are made for modification of functional forms or assignment
of a large penalty in the target function for points outside of the boundary. For the applications of
the ParOpt software and the Nelder-Mead method in this work, points outside the boundary were
replaced with a point inside the allowable space.
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Chapter 3
Coarse-Grained Water/Ion
3.1 A Note to the Reader
This chapter contains previously published material, reused with permission, from J. C. Fogarty,
S.-W. Chiu, P. Kirby, E. Jakobsson, and S. A. Pandit. “Automated Optimization of Water–Water
Interaction Parameters for a Coarse-Grained Model”. J. Phys. Chem. B 118.6 (2014), 1603–1611.
3.2 Introduction
Water and aqueous electrolyte solutions play a fundamental role in a wide range of fields of study,
including geology, atmospheric sciences, chemistry, biology, and physics.24 Due to its relevance and
ubiquity, water is the most common solvent in experimental and computational studies of biological
systems.51 The hydrophobic eﬀect, the segregation of molecules based on relative interactions with
water, governs membrane self-assembly, protein folding, and many other biological processes.52
Despite its seemingly simple structure, the water molecule forms intricate and dynamic networks of
hydrogen bonds which give it unique bulk and interfacial properties.53,54 The wealth of anomalous
characteristics that water exhibits relative to most other liquids underscore its uniqueness. In part
due to this enigmatic character, it has been the subject of many theoretical and modeling eﬀorts in
the last few decades.25 Reproducing these anomalous characteristics poses a serious challenge for
any eﬀort to attain a detailed understanding of water dynamics and structure. Accurate modeling of
ions in aqeuous enviroments is vital for the simulation of biological systems.55 Ionic characteristics
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and structure are important in the stability of liposomes.56 Monovalent cations have a strong eﬀect
on membrane stability.57 Specific ion binding has been shown to aﬀect the structure and function
of proteins.58 Ionic interactions play a vital role in the biological function of nucleic acids and RNA
in particular.59 Because ions of biological systems are primarily located in aqueous environments
and fully solvated, the crucial first step in understanding the important role that ions play in
biological processes is to determine the precise nature of their interactions with water. Existing
molecular models for water and ion systems range in scale from ab initio electronic to atomistic
molecular dynamics (MD) to coarse-grained (CG) MD and implicit electrolyte solvent methods.
Ren et al. have presented an informative review of solvent-ion interaction models across a wide
range of simulation scales.20
Quantum mechanical dynamic models based on first principles (ab initio) evolve the electronic
structure along with nuclear coordinates through time. The resolution of these methods is at the
level of molecular orbitals. These ab initio models produce radial distribution functions (RDFs)
and rotational/vibrational spectra which strongly agree with experimental data.60,61 Quantum
mechanical methods are able to calculate, to a high degree of accuracy, the properties of small water–
ion clusters.62,63 The computational complexity of quantum models restricts systems to spatial
and temporal ranges too limited to accurately determine most statistical bulk quantities. These
properties, such as diﬀusion coeﬃcient and thermodynamic variables, are more accurately modeled
by semi-empirical approaches. Additionally, the simulation of collections of large biomolecules
remains beyond the reach of ab initio methods.
Water models with atomic level detail are the most common for simulation of biomolecules and
their aggregates. In order to reproduce a wide range of complex water behavior, several models
have been developed, consisting of four (Bernal-Fowler,34 TIP4P,11 TIPS264) and five (TIP5P35)
interaction sites. In the interest of reducing computational cost, most simulations use models
(SPC,65 SPC/E,66 TIP3P67) that are composed of three partially charged atoms connected with
rigid bonds and a Lennard-Jones (6-12) intermolecular potential between oxygen atoms. Each
model is reasonably accurate within its domain of applicability, but none reproduce a large portion
of the anomalous properties of water. Various models68 include flexible bonds which allow the water
dipole moment to change with the surrounding environment. Atomistic methods for the simulation
of ionic systems typically treat ion atoms as charged point particles interacting with the solvent via
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long-range Coulombic interactions and short-range Lennard-Jones interactions. Though classical
MD simulation of ionic interactions may lack qualitative agreement in certain properties with
experimental or ab initio methods, it provides significant information on the nature of ion–solvent
eﬀects.69 Polarizable molecular dynamics models, which includes variable multi-pole momements
in a classical MD framework, are well suited to the study of ion–water interactions.70 A comparison
of ab initio, classical, and polarizable MD simulations for the potassium ion found that all three
models make similar predictions for the solvation structure.71
Coarse-grained (CG) models, which model interactions between groups of atoms, are able to
achieve longer time scales by averaging over the smallest timescale inter- and intramolecular mo-
tions, thereby enabling a larger timestep. Moreover, CG models are able to eﬀectively represent
a larger number of molecules by reducing the number of interaction sites and degrees of freedom
considered. Due to the unusual properties of water, development of a CG model that reliably
describes the bulk and medium-range properties of water and ionic interactions is a challenging
project. Development of models of molecular assemblies with lower complexity that reproduce im-
portant qualities of water is ongoing.72,73 For an extensive review, see the book “Coarse-Graining of
Condensed Phase and Biomolecular Systems”.74 Johnson et al75 have identified limitations of CG
models by demonstrating the lack of transferability of a CG pair potential across diﬀerent states.
The work also shows that the pair potential cannot simultaneously resolve all the properties of
the reference system for a given state. Despite these limitations, there is extensive development of
various CG models for water.27–33,76–80 One common CG protocol is to group a number of water
molecules into a single bead with its center as the interaction site.27–33 This class of CG models
carry no charge. Electrostatic interactions are implicitly incorporated into the eﬀective pairwise
interaction potential which is either a Lennard-Jones (LJ)28–31 or a Morse like function.32 These
models typically model a single ion atom along with several solvating water molecules as a single
point particle, e.g. a single MARTINI ion bead with a screened partial charge of 0.7 e represents
one ion atom and six water molecules.29 The free parameters in pair potentials are trained against
thermodynamics properties such as density, surface tension, and solvation free energy. Molinero
and Moore27 built a coarse-grained water model (mW) around the tetrahedral properties shared
by water, silicon, and carbon by adapting the Stillinger-Webber potential originally developed for
silicon. The model maps one water molecule onto one interacting bead and describes important
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properties of water across a wide range of temperatures. The extension of this model to sodium
and chloride is done without using explicit charges in order to avoid calculation of long range
electrostatics.81 Replacement of long range electrostatics with a short range interaction has also
been perfromed by a coarse-graining of interactions.82 Using a clustering algorithm, Hadley and
McCabe derive the eﬀective potential through fitting to structural data.33 The models of Shelley
et al.28 and Chiu et al.32 have large isothermal compressibility. Using a LJ 12-4 potential, Shinoda
et al.31 have designed a CG water which has density and surface tension comparable to those of
water. Electrostatic interactions can be introduced into CG water models with multiple charged
sites per bead.76–80 These models are able to describe the dielectric properties of water. Despite in-
corporation of electrostatic interactions, both the BMW and polarizable MARTINI models predict
densities diﬀerent from experimental measurements.77,78 The CG representation by Darre´ et al.79
associates approximately 11 water molecules with four tetrahedrally interconnected beads (WT4).
The model explicitly accounts for long-range electrostatics. The parameter set of the WT4 model
is tuned to match the experimental density. On the other hand, the isothermal compressibility
and surface tension are modeled less accurately.79 The recent GROMOS CG80 is a 5-to-1 mapped
water model with two electrostatic interaction sites. It delivers good results in density, surface
tension, and dielectric constant as compared to those of real water but yields a coeﬃcient of ther-
mal expansion an order of magnitude higher than experiment. Adaptive multiscale models allow
transfer between simulation domains with diﬀering granularity, from quantum level up to CG.83–85
Adaptive methods face unique challenges due to the variability in degrees of freedom over the span
of a simulation.
Continuum models replace explicit solvent molecules with a uniform background field and mod-
ified interatomic interactions. For example, the Generalized Born approximation to the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation can replace both explicit water molecules and salt atoms (at the Debye-hu¨ckel
level of accuracy) with an implicit solvation medium.26 A related approach involves deriving an
eﬀective interaction between ions without consideration of explicit water molecules..86 Implicit sol-
vent methods are a significant approximation of the interaction between water, ions, and biologically
relevant molecules. Such models can be applied at large scales, but do not accurately model smaller
scale eﬀects.
In an extension of previous CG development based on the Morse potential32 (referred to as
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CSJ), the CG water model presented here has been upgraded with polarizability and a more
complex modified Morse potential with more flexibility in the functional form. Interactions between
water beads are tuned to reproduce experimental observables: density, coeﬃcient of diﬀusion,
electric permittivity, and surface tension. The model is further extended to represent salt solutions,
specifically systems containing sodium and chloride ions. The CG ion beads model ion atoms
partially solvated by four water molecules. Interactions between all pairs of beads, including explicit
cross terms, are simultaneously optimized to reproduce experimental solvation free energies for each
ion and density at two diﬀerent ionic concentrations. Additionally, a comparison of CG model RDFs
to those determined from atomistic MD simulation is included for ionic species. This new model is
refered to as Modified Morse Coarse-Grain (MMCG).
3.3 Model
Water CG beads in the MMCG model represent four water molecules. Though the solvation
numbers for Na and Cl are usually determined to be between 5 and 6, the MMCG model maps
one ion and four water molecules into one bead. This mapping, which considers CG ion beads to
be partially solvated ions, was chosen for several reasons: 1) it allows for the future introduction
of an ion transfer mechanism into the force field, whereby neighboring beads can exchange ions by
switching CG types and 2) the mapping maintains a consistency of spatial size and mass which
allows for eﬃcient determination of timescales within the system. The interaction potential for
CG bead interactions must model the average of several diﬀerent interatomic and intermolecular
forces. Therefore, the functional form is solely based on a phenomenological understanding of the
system rather than a derivation from first principles, such as the r−6 behavior of the dispersion
force included in the Lennard-Jones potential. Due to a high degree of functional flexibility, a
modified Morse potential (eq. (3.1)) was used to describe interactions between CG beads.
Vij(rij) =

Deij
[
e
α(rij)
(
1− rij
Rij
)
− 2e
α(rij)
2
(
1− rij
Rij
)]
if rij ≤ Rij (3.1a)
Deij
[
e
β(rij)
(
1− rij
Rij
)
− 2e
β(rij)
2
(
1− rij
Rij
)]
if rij > Rij (3.1b)
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where
α(rij) = αLij +
(
α0ij − αLij
)(Rij − rij
Rij
)
β(rij) = βRij +
(
βcij − βRij
)(rij −Rij
rc −Rij
)
where rij is the separation between bead of type i and j, Rij is the equilibrium distance and
Deij determines the well depth. Compared to the Morse potential, this modified form replaces
α, the scaling parameter in the exponent, with two separate distance dependent variables α(rij)
and β(rij). This form decouples the repulsive (eq. (3.1a)) and attractive (eq. (3.1b)) parts of the
potential. The shape of the repulsive term as rij tends to 0 is determined by α0. The exponential
factor tends toward αLij as rij approaches Rij . The parameter α0ij determines the potential as
rij → 0, αRij determines the curvature of the potential as rij → Rij from the left, βRij determines
the curvature of the potential as rij → Rij from the right, and βcij determines the behavior of
the potential as rij approaches the cutoﬀ, rc. This more complicated functional form allows a
reduction of degrees of freedom in the simulated system while maintaining a similar accuracy by
increasing the degrees of freedom during the optimization procedure. Due to the complexity of
the potential function, function evaluations were performed using table lookups. Beyond the cutoﬀ
distance rc, the potential is taken to be 0. The conventional value of rc = 1.6 nm gives good
results with reasonable computational eﬃciency. Comparing systems representing equal number of
water molecules, the MMCG model achieves greater than an order of magnitude improvement in
performance over an atomistic system. To model the charge screening due to partial solvation, ions
were assigned charges (Qion) with magnitude less than 1.0. Polarizability of CG water beads is
modeled similarly to the polarizable MARTINI water model,77 through the addition of a harmonic
angle potential term, with spring constant K0 and equilibrium angle θ0, between three charged
points. This model of polarizability allows for not only dipole, but also higher moments of the
electrostatic energy.
Figure 3.1 provides an illustration of the MMCG model for water. The central point, which
acts as the interaction site for the modified Morse potential, carries negative charge Q, while
the two outer points each carry charge −Q/2. A mass equal to that of four water molecules
is distributed evenly between the three points. The distance between the outer points and the
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central point is a tunable parameter I. The change in the angle (θ) between the points repre-
sents the polarizable nature of the bead. The set of modified Morse potential parameters de-
I
θ0
Q
−
Q
2
−
Q
2
Atomic
representation
representation
CG
Modified Morse
interaction site
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the MMCG water model: Four water molecules map onto one CG bead.
Each CG bead has three charge sites. The central site with charge Q provides the interaction site
for the modified Morse potential. Outer charge sites (with charge −Q/2) are connected to the
central site by a fixed bond of length I. The central angle is a determined by a harmonic potential
with equilibrium angle θ0.
scribing water–water and water–ion interactions
{
Deij , Rijij , α0ij , αLij , βRij , βcij , θ0,K0, Q, I,Qion
}
determines the space for optimization. No combination rules are utilized in the model, there-
fore all interactions are tuned explicitly. To simplify the optimization procedure, water–water
interactions were treated independently, followed by the simultaneous optimization of water–ion
and ion–ion interaction parameters. For the water–water interactions, the set of parameters was{
Deij , Rij , α0ij , αLij , βRij , βcijθ0,K0, Q, I
}
where i = j =Water. For the water–ion and ion–ion in-
teractions, the set was
{
Deij , Rij , α0ij , αLij , βRij , βcijQion
}
where i, j ∈ {Na,Cl,Water}, excluding
the water–water interaction.
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3.4 Target Data
3.4.1 Water–Water
For optimization of the MMCG water model, the target function was defined by the weighted
percent error in comparison of CG simulation results with four experimental quantities: density,
dielectric constant, diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and surface tension. To ensure that all comparison data
contribute to the target function and thus the evolution of the simplex, percent errors are assigned
scalar weights in order to yield similar orders of magnitude between all quantities. With this goal in
mind, density was weighted 100 times higher than surface tension, while permittivity and diﬀusion
coeﬃcient were weighted 10 times higher. Experimental values used for comparison are presented
in table 3.2.
Density: Density was computed by taking the ratio of the mass of the system and the ensemble
average volume.
Diﬀusion Coeﬃcient: The standard practice in comparing diﬀusion coeﬃcients between
CG models and experiment is to assume that diﬀusion for N -sized clusters scales as 1/N , i.e.
DN = D1N where DN is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for an N -sized cluster.87 This assumption neglects
any correlation within the cluster. In order to numerically calculate the diﬀusion coeﬃcient scaling,
clusters in a simulation of SPC/E water were constructed from each molecule and its nearest N − 1
neighbors. The GROMOS CG work80 compares CG bead diﬀusion coeﬃcient with the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient for the center of mass of clusters in the SPC water model. In that work, static clusters
in the atomistic representation were produced by adding distance restraints between oxygen atoms.
The analysis produced diﬀusion coeﬃcient scaling close to the inverse behavior usually assumed.
In the current work, clusters were constructed similarly, though unrestrained. The MSD for such
clusters was calculated using a window averaging method with eq. (3.2). Though the method
presented here may not be generalizable to all types of clusters, it provides an improvement over
current assumptions for homogeneous systems. Figure 3.2 shows the diﬀusion coeﬃcient scaling for
SPC/E water. The plot for atomistic water shows significant deviation from the scaling behavior
of uncorrelated clusters, especially at larger N . Therefore approximations leading to 1/N scaling
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Figure 3.2: MSD Scaling for SPC/E Water: Linear shows the usual practice of taking the diﬀusion
of anN cluster beginN times slower than the single molecule. SPC/E was determined by simulation
of SPC/E at 303K. Clusters were chosen by the N − 1 nearest neighbors for each water molecule,
and the center-of-mass diﬀusion was calculated. The weakly interacting Argon gas closely matches
a linear scaling behavior.
are more appropriate at smaller cluster sizes. At a bead size of 4 water molecules, the diﬀerence
is important. On the basis of this analysis, a scale factor of s = 3.16 is used to compare the CG
diﬀusion coeﬃcient with experiment, instead of the usual factor of 4.
D1 = sDN = s lim
t→∞
⟨
[x(t)− x(0)]2
⟩
6t (3.2)
where x(t) gives the position of the central bead at time t and ⟨...⟩ denotes an ensemble average.
Relative permittivity: Relative permittivity (ϵ) was calculated using a Clausius-Mossotti-like
equation with a reaction field of infinite dielectric constant (conducting boundary conditions).88
ϵ =1 +
⟨
M2
⟩− ⟨M⟩2
3ϵ0 ⟨V ⟩T (3.3)
where M is the total system dipole, ϵ0 the permittivity of free space, ⟨V ⟩ the ensemble average
system volume, T is the target temperature for the thermostat, and ϵ0 the permittivity of the
vacuum.
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Surface tension: Surface tension was taken from the GROMACS internal calculation:
γ(t) =Lz
Ns
{
Pzz(t)− Pxx(t) + Pyy(t)2
}
(3.4)
where the z-axis is normal to the interface, Pnn are the pressure tensor diagonal elements, Ns is
the number of interfaces, and Lz the size of the system along the z-axis.
3.4.2 Water–Ion
For the simultaneous optimization of water–ion and ion–ion interaction parameters, the training
set was composed of densities for two NaCl concentrations, 0.1 and 0.25 mol kg−1, atomistic radial
distribution functions (RDF) for the same concentrations, and the experimental absolute solvation
free energies for each ion.
Solvation Free Energy: In order to calculate the free energy of solvating an ion from the
solvation of a partially solvated CG bead, a solvation pathway equivalent to that of a single ion
in water was constructed. Figure 3.3 schematically illustrates this pathway. In order to compare
to the absolute solvation free energy of an ion (∆G0), three intermediary solvation steps, ∆G1,
∆G2, and ∆G3, must be determined. The partial solvation of the ion (∆G1) is the binding energy,
determined using experimental methods,89 of the 4 water + 1 ion cluster. A value of ∆G1 = 99.2
kJ mol−1 was used for Cl, while a value of 196.2 was used for Na. Solvation of the resulting cluster
in bulk water (∆G2) was determined from the solvation of the CG ion in the CG water solvent.
The removal of four water molecules from the bulk (∆G3 = −37.6 kJ mol−1) was determined using
the negative of the solvation free energy of a CG water bead, determined using the same procedure
as the ions (equation (3.5)). The calculation of ∆G2 was performed via thermodynamic integration
at every target function evaluation, while the other contributions were constant over the parameter
space. Thermodynamic integration was performed by splitting the integration
∆G2 =
1∫
λ=0
⟨∂V (λ)
∂λ
⟩dλ (3.5)
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Figure 3.3: The solvation free energy pathway. In order to compare to the solvation free energy
of an ion in bulk water (∆G0), a path is constructed by first separating a four-water cluster from
the system (∆G3). A single ion is then partially solvating an ion with four water molecules (∆G1).
This partially solvated ion is then solvated by a bulk water system. It is this solvation free energy
(∆G2) which is directly calculated during optimization.
(eq. 3.5) into two phases.
∆G2 =
1∫
λ=0
⟨∂Vcoloumb(λ)
∂λ
⟩dλ+
1∫
λ=0
⟨∂Vmorse(λ)
∂λ
⟩dλ (3.6)
The λ-dependence of Vcoloumb is introduced as90
Vcoloumb(λ) =
1
4piϵϵ0rij
[
(1− λ)qAi qAj + λqBi qBj
]
. (3.7)
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For total charging of the ion, qAi = 0 and qBi = Qion. The λ-dependence of Vmorse is
VMorse(rij , λ) =

λDeij
eλα(rij)
(
1− rij
Rλij
)
− 2e
λα(rij)
2
(
1− rij
Rλij
) if rij ≤ Rλij (3.8a)
λDeij
eλβ(rij)
(
1− rij
Rλij
)
− 2e
λβ(rij)
2
(
1− rij
Rλij
) if rij > Rλij (3.8b)
where
α(rij) = αLij +
(
α0ij − αLij
)(Rλij − rij
Rλij
)
β(rij) = βRij +
(
βcij − βRij
)(rij −Rλij
rc −Rλij
)
where the equilibrium separation (Rλij ) is given by
Rλij = R
(
1− 12 ∗ (1.0− λ)
)
. (3.9)
Gaussian quadrature with 8 points were used for the evaluation of each integral in equation (3.6).
See below for simulation details. Targets for optimization are shown in table 3.5.
Radial Distribution Function: The comparison data for RDFs was generated by simulating
68 Na-Cl ion pairs with a solvent consisting of 38020 water molecules for a molality of 0.1 mol kg−1
and 170 pairs with 38420 waters for 0.25 mol kg−1. The SPC/E model for water was used, along with
ion–ion and ion–water interactions from Joung and Cheatham.91 The radial distribution function
(RDF), both for atomistic and coarse-grained systems, was calculated using the built in GROMACS
utilities.
The optimization procedure involves many target function evaluations (see figure 3.4 and fig-
ure 3.7). These evaluations, at a point in parameter space, involve the execution of two MD
simulations for the water–water optimization and 32 simulations for the water–ion phase. This
places practical limits on the size and length of simulations used for optimization. Systems used for
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determination of diﬀusion coeﬃcient, density, and electric field permittivity in pure water contained
512 CG water beads, corresponding to 2048 water molecules. This system is denoted as S1, and
was simulated for 4 ns with a timestep of 20 fs. Due to large fluctuations, the calculation of surface
tension requires a larger system: 4096 CG beads, implying 16,384 water molecules (system S2).
System S2 was constructed, at every evaluation of the target function, with a slab near the average
density computed from S1 in contact with vacuum.92 System S2 was simulated under the constant
number, volume, and temperature (NVT) ensemble for 4 ns.
Four systems were constructed for the optimization of water–ion and ion–ion interactions. Two
systems of NaCl in an aqueous solutions were constructed. The first consisted of 68 pairs of ion
beads and 9369 water beads for an eﬀective 68 ion pairs and 38020 water molecules and a molality
of 0.1 mol kg−1. The second contained 170 pairs of ion beads and 9265 water beads (eﬀectively 170
ion pairs and 37740 water molecules) for a molality of 0.25 mol kg−1. Additionally, two systems,
with one ion bead and 511 CG water beads were constructed for the calculated of solvation free
energy of sodium and chloride at inifinte dilution. All water–ion systems began from thermalized
water systems, generated using the optimal parameters in table 3.1, with ion beads replacing water
beads. The NaCl systems were simulated for 4 ns with a 20 fs timestep, with the final 2 ns used for
analysis. Single ion systems for the calculation of ∂V/∂λ were run for 2 ns each. The calculation
of ∂Vcoloumb/∂λ used internal GROMACS methods. The determination of ∂Vmorse/∂λ required a
simulation of the system using Vmorse(λ) for each λ followed by a recalculation of energies at each
step in the resulting trajectory using interaction tables containing ∂Vmorse/∂λ.
All simulations were performed using the GROMACS software.90 Electrostatic interactions were
calculated using the particle mesh Ewald method for the long range (beyond 1.6 nm) contribution.
The modified Morse potential interactions were computed using lookup tables, with a cutoﬀ of
1.6 nm.
3.5 Optimization
3.5.1 Water–Water
The first step in optimization is the construction of an initial simplex. In this work, optimization
started with a simplex consisting of random points within the domain of parameter space which
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satisfies constraints. The parameter space was bounded by minimum and maximum values for each
parameter. This simplex was optimized until convergence. In order to further improve the accuracy
of the final point in the case of water–water interactions, the optimization was restarted with an
initial simplex consisting of the converged point and random points around it. This procedure
was then iterated two more times, with the final optimization resulting in the point presented in
table 3.1.
Figure 3.4 shows the mean and rms target function value vs. Nelder-Mead step for the final
optimization iteration. Due to roughness of the hypersurface generated by the target function, the
simplex may occasionally include a vertex with abnormally high value, as observed in the mean
and rms of the second shrink step of figures 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of parameter values
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Figure 3.4: Water–Water parameter Optimization results: Mean error, rms error, and rms cutoﬀ as
a function of Nelder-Mead step. Reflection(empty squares), contraction (empty circles) and shrink
(filled squares) steps labeled at the corresponding mean error point.
over the final run, while figure 3.6 shows the change in computed physical properties. The figures
demonstrate the convergence of both the data and parameter values. Further, figure 3.5 demon-
strates that although parameters did encounter the boundaries over the course of the optimization,
the final simplex converged away from the boundary. Thus the parameter value boundaries chosen
were not unreasonable.
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The final set of parameters was chosen as the point in the final converged simplex with lowest
target function value (see table 3.1). The decoupling of repulsive and attractive parameters, the
added distance dependence of the exponential factors and the added electrostatic interaction have
allowed for a decrease in the equilibrium distance, while maintaining the experimental density.
The large diﬀerences between exponential parameters in the new and original models hint that the
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Table 3.1: Optimal Parameters: Set of final parameters from Nelder-Mead optimization compared
with results from the previous model(CSJ).
Parameter CSJ Value32 Optimized Value Minimum Value Maximum Value
(this work)
De (kJ mol−1) 3.4 3.742 2.0 5.0
R (nm) 0.629 0.560 0.55 0.61
α0 7 15.545 7.0 20.0
αL 7 13.323 7.0 20.0
βc 7 10.976 7.0 20.0
βR 7 3.198 1.0 7.0
θ0 – 131.406 105.0 145.0
K0 (kJ mol−1) – 93.918 20.0 180.0
Q (e) – -1.126 -1.6 -1.06
I (nm) – 0.141 0.1 0.25
extensions have added important flexibility. The simulation results corresponding to the final set
of parameters are shown in table 3.2.
3.5.2 Water–Ion
The parameter space for water–ion and ion–ion interaction optimization was bounded by mini-
mum/maximum values as shown in table 3.3. Additionally, parameters βRij were constrained to
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Table 3.2: Training data: Results for simulations using the optimized water–water parameters
compared with experimental target data.
Property Experiment Training result
ρ (g cm−3) 0.99693 0.993
D (10−9m s−2) 2.59794 2.61
ϵ 76.895 76.24
γ (mN m−1) 71.296 78.43
be less than or equal to the associated value of βcij . Optimization results, with mean and rms tar-
Table 3.3: CG water–ion parameter ranges, which in part define the allowable space for optimiza-
tion.
Parameter Minimum value Maximum value
Ion charge (Q) 0.10 1.00
De 0.05 5.0
R 0.3 0.9
α0 2.0 25.0
αL 2.0 25.0
βc 2.0 25.0
βR 1.0 12.0
get function values, and Nelder-Mead transformation type are shown in figure 3.7. The optimized
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of Nelder-Mead step. Reflection(empty squares), contraction (empty circles) and shrink (filled
squares) steps labeled at the corresponding mean error point.
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parameters produced by ParOpt are shown in table 3.4. The values from which the target function
value associated with this point is determined are shown in table 3.5.
Table 3.4: Optimal Parameters: Set of final parameters from Nelder-Mead optimization of water–
ion and ion–ion interactions. The final value for ion charge (Qion) was 0.998 e.
Pair De (kJ mol−1 R (nm) α0 αL βc βR
Na-Water 3.6520 0.5608 22.5169 8.8733 12.5888 7.6724
Cl-Water 3.1037 0.6166 9.1807 12.4872 7.1951 5.4333
Na-Na 2.2902 0.5267 17.1609 9.2439 14.4505 3.6722
Cl-Cl 1.6594 0.8944 21.3582 2.3269 17.5957 8.0573
Na-Cl 3.2106 0.6187 20.6154 9.5633 16.8119 7.6055
Table 3.5: Training data: Results for the optimized point compared with experimental target data.
Property Experiment Training result
ρ - 0.1 mol Kg−1 (g cm−3) 0.999797 0.9981
ρ - 0.25 mol Kg−1 (g cm−3) 1.005797 1.0069
∆G - Na (kJ mol−1) 365.098 341.3
∆G - Cl (kJ mol−1) 340.098 330.1
3.6 Validation
When validating the results of an optimization procedure, the training data cannot be considered
alone. The suitability of the force field will depend on matching data that the model was not
explicitly trained to reproduce. Therefore, validation simulations were performed to verify the
reliability of the optimized parameters. Since validation simulations are not performed iteratively,
they are not subject to the same size constraints as during optimization.
3.6.1 Water–Water
All systems for validation of water–water parameters consisted of 110592 CG beads which corre-
sponds to 442368 water molecules. Density, diﬀusion coeﬃcient, relative permittivity, and surface
tension were determined from the larger validation systems using the same methods as during
optimization (see sec. 3.5. In addition, bulk thermodynamic quantities were also calculated (see
table 3.6):
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Coeﬃcient of thermal expansion: Coeﬃcient of thermal expansion, α, was calculated using
the finite-diﬀerence method.99
α = 1
V
(
∂V
∂T
)
P
≈ −
 ln
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
T2 − T1

P
(3.10)
Two constant number, pressure and temperature (NPT) ensemble simulations at temperatures
T1 = 303.15 K and T2 = 308.0 K were performed. The ensemble averages of the resulting densities
were used for ρ1 and ρ2, respectively.
Isothermal compressibility: Isothermal compressibility κT was calculated using two methods:100
(i) a finite diﬀerence method for NVT simulations at diﬀerent densities (ρi):
κT =
1
ρ
(
∂ρ
∂P
)
≈
ln
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
⟨P2⟩ − ⟨P1⟩ (3.11)
and (ii) volume fluctuations in an NPT ensemble simulation.
κT =
∆V 2
⟨V ⟩ kBT (3.12)
where Pi is the pressure on system i and ∆V 2 the variance of the volume. For eq. 3.11, densities
used were ρ1 = 0.993 g cm−3 and ρ2 = 0.963 g cm−3.
Enthalpy of vaporization: Enthalpy of vaporization was calculated from the interaction en-
ergy between CG beads (VInter) and the intermolecular interactions that occur within the bead
VS = 128.5 kJ mol−1 determined from quantum mechanical calculations of the water tetramer
binding energy.32,101
∆Hvap = −
VInter + VS
4 +RT (3.13)
where the factor of 4 is due to the level of CG.
The average dipole moment of an individual bead was calculated for the MMCG water model.
Since a CG bead represents four water molecules, the total dipole moment for an atomistically
detailed SPC/E water molecule along with its three nearest neighbors was computed for comparison.
The MMCG model yields an average dipole moment of 4.1± 0.25 D, whereas The four water cluster
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dipole moment from the SPC/E water model was 5.3± 1.0 D, while density function theory (DFT)
calculations for an isolated cluster produce no dipole moment.102 The eﬀective polarizability (α0) for
a CG bead was calculated using eq. 3.14.103 The MMCG model yields a value of 63 a.u. compared
with a value of 39.33 a.u. given by DFT for an isolated 4-water cluster.104 The disparity in these
values is most likely a result of diﬀerences between clusters in the bulk and in isolation.
α0 =
(Q/2)2I2
K0
(3.14)
Table 3.6: Validation data: Comparing Experimental data, an existing CG model (Polarizable
MARTINI), an atomistic model (SPC/E) and the previous model (CSJ) to this work (MMCG).
Quantities computed are density ρ, diﬀusion coeﬃcient D, dielectric permittivity ϵ, surface tension
γ, coeﬃcient of thermal expansion α, isothermal compressibility κT , and enthalpy of vaporization
hvap. Values computed both during optimization and for validation diﬀer due to size diﬀerences
between simulated systems.
Property Experiment Polarizable SPC/E CSJ32 MMCG
MARTINI77 (this work)
ρ (g cm−3) 0.99693 1.043 0.99866 0.998 0.993
D (10−9m s−2) 2.59794 2.5 2.566 4.3 3.07
ϵ 76.895 75.6 70.7 (at 298 K)105 74.17
γ (mN m−1) 71.296 30.5 71.0 78.73
α (104 K−1) 3.03106 3.445
κT (10−6 bar−1)(NPT) 44.75107 34.07100 170.0 68.95
κT (10−6 bar−1)(NVT) 44.75107 41.41100 57.16
hvap (kJ mol−1) 44.0108 38.4 48.52
3.6.2 Water–Ion
For the validation of water–ion and ion–ion parameters, systems of diﬀering NaCl pair concen-
trations were simulated using both the MMCG model and an atomistic model, with the SPC/E
water model and the ion parameters from Joung et al..91 Concentrations simulated were 0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 mol kg−1. Atomistic systems contained approximately 35,000
molecules and were simulated for 10 ns, with the final 8 ns used for analysis. CG systems consisted
of approximately 33,000 beads, equivalent to 132,000 water molecules and were simulated for 20 ns
with the final 10 ns used for analysis.
Density/Concentration profile: Coarse-grained models are not expected to be transferable
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across wide ranges of temperatures, as the atomistic structures modeled change with temperature.
Therefore, the density concentration/profile, shown in figure 3.8, instead of density/temperature
profile was generated as part of the validation of the model’s accuracy.
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Figure 3.8: Density as a function of concentration for the MMCG model, atomistic model, and
experimental.
RDF/Concentration: Along with densities at multiple concentrations, RDFs were also com-
puted. These are compared to the corresponding atomistic RDFs. Figure 3.9 through 3.11 show
the RDF for each pair of ion types at several concentrations.
Coordination: The coordination as a function of ion–ion distance (G(r) in equation (3.15)) is
determined from the cumulative pair-pair distribution function N(r). The function N(r) is deter-
mined from the number density in a shell of thickness dr at distance r. Figure 3.9 through 3.11
show the coordination function for each pair of ion types at several concentrations.
G(r) =
r∫
0
N(r′)dr′ (3.15)
Poisson-Boltzmann: In the case of counter ions interacting with a charge surface, with out the
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Figure 3.9: Na-Na coordination and radial distribution functions for NaCl concentrations 0.10,
0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, and 5.00 mol kg−1, with the color indicating the concentration. Atomistic
MD simulation results are shown with solid lines, MMCG simulation results are shown with dashed
lines.
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Figure 3.10: Cl-Cl coordination and radial distribution functions for NaCl concentrations 0.10,
0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, and 5.00 mol kg−1, with the color indicating the concentration. Atomistic
MD simulation results are shown with solid lines, MMCG simulation results are shown with dashed
lines.
presence of an electrolyte, the distribution of ions is given by
ρ(z) = ρ(0)
cos2(Kz) (3.16)
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Figure 3.11: Na-Cl coordination and radial distribution functions for NaCl concentrations 0.10,
0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, and 5.00 mol kg−1, with the color indicating the concentration. Atomistic
MD simulation results are shown with solid lines, MMCG simulation results are shown with dashed
lines.
where K is the characteristic length of the ion in the solvent and ρ(z) is the ionic concentration as a
function of distance from the center of the surfaces (z).17 Kalcher et al. performed a similar analysis
in the case of atomistic MD simulation.69 The characteristic length predicted by the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation for a monovalent ion is given by
K2 = e
2ρ(0)
2ϵϵ0kBT
(3.17)
where ϵ is the permittivity of the solvent, ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space.17 For both CG and
atomistic ions, systems were constructed with a single ion type in water surrounded by charged
plates and vacuum. The concentration profile was then determined and compared to the pro-
file predicted by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Concentration as a function of distance from
the center of the interfaces is shown for the atomistic system (figure 3.12) and the CG system
(figure 3.13) along with the fitted function (equation (3.16)). The Poisson-Boltzmann predicted
value for both systems is KCG = 0.178 nm−1. Values determined by fitting equation (3.16) were
KCG = 0.171 nm−1 and Katomisitc = 0.187 nm−1.
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Figure 3.12: The concentration of sodium ions as a function of distance from the center of oppositiely
charged surfaces for an all atom simulation. A fit to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation predicted
distribution (equation (3.16)) is also shown.
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Figure 3.13: The concentration of sodium ions as a function of distance from the center of opposi-
tiely charged surfaces for the MMCG model simulation. A fit to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
predicted distribution (equation (3.16)) is also shown.
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3.7 Conclusion
The general ParOpt framework has been applied to the optimization of a polarizable CG water–
ion model. The non-bonded, non-Coulombic interactions in the model are given by a modified
Morse potential. Parameters were optimized via the Nelder-Mead algorithm. The model has
more flexibility in the functional form than most CG models, allowing it to match a wide range of
experimental properties bulk properties of water (see table 3.6), as well as important characteristics
of ion behavior. There are fundamental limitations to the explanatory power of CG water models.
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Figure 3.14: RDF: Comparison between g(r) for atomistic SPC/E water model(blue solid line) and
the MMCG water model(black dashed line). The CG model has higher long range coordination
compared to the atomistic model.
RDFs are notoriously diﬃcult for to match. An artifact common to most CG models is the long-
range correlation between CG water beads not seen in experiment or atomistic models. Figure 3.14
shows that the current model suﬀers from that same limitation. Likely as a result of the high degree
of inter-bead correlation at long distances, the model has the propensity to spontaneously solidify
at room temperature, a weakness found in other CG water models.30 Spontaneous freezing can be
avoided by periodically assigning random velocities chosen from a Maxwell distribution, a method
similar to one suggested by Harvey et al. to avoid the over population of low frequency modes of a
molecular dynamics system.109 Since dynamic and structural properties of water clusters vary with
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temperature, the internal states of CG beads would as well. Thus, CG models cannot necessarily
be assumed to transfer to diﬀerent temperatures. We believe that the interaction parameters
for CG models would be more accurately treated as temperature dependent. The set of potential
parameters has been tuned for one temperature, and is not expected to accurately simulate behavior
far from the target temperature or in thermodynamic ensembles without constant temperature
control.
As figure 3.8 demonstrates, the model is accurate for low concentrations, but at higher concen-
trations, the ions become over-coordinated, resulting in an overly dense packing of beads. Usage
of the model therefore, should be restricted to physiological ion concentrations.
The predictions of the model agree well with experiment for structural, dynamic, and bulk prop-
erties. The diﬀusion constant shows that the model has accurate dynamics. The dielectric constant
indicates validity of the parameters that determine electrostatics and polarizability. Density en-
sures the correct spatial scale of the CG beads. Accurate surface tension indicates an accurate
representation of the strength of the interaction between beads. Ion solvation free energies indicate
the accuracy of the energies between ions and bulk water. Coordination numbers and RDFs indi-
cate that the model is accurate at long distances, but that short range accuracy is limited by the
scale of the coarse-graining, as is expected. The thermodynamic quantities predicted by the model
are in good agreement with those of experiment, validating the fitness of the parameters.
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Chapter 4
Lipid Bilayer Structure Determination
4.1 A Note to the Reader
This chapter contains previously published material, with permission, from J. C. Fogarty, M. Arjun-
wadkar, S. A. Pandit, and J. Pan. “Atomically Detailed Lipid Bilayer Models for the Interpretation
of Small Angle Neutron and X-ray Scattering Data”. In press. 2014
4.2 Introduction
Cell membranes participate in a host of vital biological functions. In order to understand the role
of lipid membrane components in these functions, it is necessary to resolve membrane structures
formed by single lipid species. This is achieved by studying model lipid bilayers with simple compo-
sitions. Thermal fluctuations of disordered lipid bilayers pose significant diﬃculty in determining
atomic positions. Scattering techniques such as small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS)
scattering have been traditionally used to explore structures of lipid bilayers. The utility of the
SAXS and SANS methods is primarily due to their sensitivity to heterogeneous electron and neutron
scattering length distributions. In particular, X-ray is scattered most strongly by electron dense
moieties. Therefore, it is capable of localizing phospholipid phosphate groups. Due to the remark-
able diﬀerence of neutron scattering length between hydrogen and other atoms including deuterium,
neutron scattering is most suited for localization of the hydrogen deficient glycerol/carbonyl back-
bone. Since X-ray and neutron scattering profiles are dominated by diﬀerent molecular features,
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more detailed information can be inferred by using their combination.111–119 This hybrid approach
(i.e. the simultaneous fitting of SAXS and SANS data from equivalent lipid bilayers) along with the
scattering density profile (SDP) model has been applied to successfully extract structure of many
commonly seen phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylglycerol (PG) and phosphatidylserine (PS)
lipid bilayers.114–118 The essence of the SDP model is to partition a lipid bilayer into several com-
ponents each of whose volume probabilities and electron and neutron scattering length densities
are described by one mathematical function (e.g., a Gaussian or an error function). The SDP
model relies on proper grouping of lipid atoms, and the dimensionality that the model can handle
is limited by the fitting procedure. Furthermore, many parameters need to be constrained to avoid
instabilities in fitting. For example, in constraint-free analysis, the width of the error function
describing hydrocarbon chains, and thus the hydrocarbon core thickness, tends to bloat. Finally,
the SDP model relies on nonlinear least squares fitting methods, such as Levenberg-Marquardt.
Levenberg-Marquardt can have slow convergence for problems with large residuals, which can re-
sult from noisy data.36 Additionally, nonlinear least squares methods may be unsuitable for higher
dimensions due to the growth of computational time with the size of the parameter space120 In
the interest of dimensional reduction, the SDP model combines groups of atoms. The increased
dimensionality for bilayer mixtures poses a non-trivial and diﬃcult challenge for the SDP model.
A more recent usage of the SDP model performed parameter optimization via a genetic algorithm
which oﬀers advantages (primarily the avoidance of local minima) over the more commonly used
Levenberg-Marquardt.119
In general, scattering techniques provide reciprocal space structure, necessitating a transforma-
tion into real space which cannot be performed directly (e.g., via an inverse Fourier transformation)
because of the unavailability of the full spectrum and phase information. The framework of inverse
problems provides a systematic methodology for determining the underlying physical properties of
a system by constructing and fine-tuning a mathematical model. Obtaining structural information
from scattering data requires solving the inverse problem posed by
G(m) = d (4.1)
where d is a set of experimentally observable data and m is the underlying physical model.121 The
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operator G performs a transformation which takes a model as input and yields a predicted set
of data (d′) equivalent to the experimental data d. The statement of the inverse problem is to
determine the model (ms), via an optimization procedure, such that ∥d′− d∥ (where ∥∥ indicates a
norm defined on the data space) is minimized. In the case of scattering, G is the Fourier transform
of the density profiles associated with the model, d is the set of form factors determined from
scattering intensity measurements, and m is a model of the underlying atomic positions. Solving
the inverse problem can be complicated by several factors. The solution (ms) may not exist, i.e. the
model may be unable to physically represent the data. Conversely, ms may be an infinite family
of acceptable solutions to the problem. This is the case where the number of degrees of freedom
of the model exceeds that of the data set. It may also be the case that the problem suﬀers from
instability, i.e. the solution ms is extremely sensitive to small changes in d. Since d often has a
noise component, this poses a significant challenge to determining ms. These diﬃculties can be
reduced via regularization procedures which rely on additional physical knowledge of the system
(independent of the target data) to reduce the complexity of the problem.
In this chapter, a new atomic density profile (ADP) model for the determination of lipid bilayer
structures is presented. The ADP model, which makes minimal assumptions regarding the atomic
arrangement within a lipid molecule, is a significant generalization of the SDP model. The SDP
model treats the hydrocarbon core with a error function, and uses a handful of Gaussian functions to
describe the headgroup and backbone. The ADP model treats all atoms (with hydrogens summed
into heavy atoms) as independent Gaussian functions. Sophisticated data analysis methodology
and fitting procedures are used to systematically assess detailed lipid bilayer structures embedded
in SAXS and SANS data. Specifically, an ensemble of optimal ADP models for each lipid bilayer is
generated by solving the inverse problem using a simplex based optimization procedure. Ensemble
averaging inspired by a Bayesian formulation of the problem yields detailed bilayer structures.
4.3 Model and Methods
Models for diﬀerent lipid bilayer compositions are constructed as follows. Each atom in a lipid
molecule, with hydrogens summed into their bonded heavy atoms, is assigned a probability density
function. This function represents the distribution of the atom in the one dimensional projection of
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the bilayer in a leaflet. Since the system is assumed to be homogeneous in the plane of the bilayer,
the problem is eﬀectively one dimensional (along bilayer normal). Additionally, the bilayers are
assumed to be symmetric with respect to their centers, though the model can be easily extended
to asymmetric bilayers. While only pure bilayers are considered, bilayers with arbitrary mixtures
of lipids can be treated with the current method. Experimental data (d in equation (4.1)) are
SAXS and SANS form factors along with the total lipid molecular volume. Models are regularized
using known molecular topology and hydrophobic interactions. A fitness penalty (additional term in
∥d′−d∥) for water probability within the hydrocarbon core takes the hydrophobic eﬀect into account.
A additional penalty on unphysical probability densities is also employed. Linear constraints on
mean atomic positions eliminate models with unphysical bond lengths.
4.3.1 The Model (m)
The probability density is approximated of each atom by one normalized Gaussian function of the
form:
gi(z) =
1√
2piσ2i
exp
[
− (z − µi)2
2σ2i
]
(4.2)
where i is the index of the atom, z the distance from bilayer center, and µi and σ2i the mean and
variance of the distribution respectively.
Both the electron and neutron scattering length densities (ρ(z)) for a hydrated lipid bilayer are
then calculated by expressing the total density as the sum of lipid, including counter-ions when
present (ρlipid(z)), and water (ρwater(z)) contributions.
ρ(z) = ρlipid(z) + ρwater(z) (4.3)
The density profile for the lipid is determined from the probability densities of the atoms (gi(z)).
ρlipid(z) =
∑
i
wαi
gi(z)dz
Vslice
(4.4)
where atom i is of type αi (e.g., C, O, P or N), Vslice is the volume of a slice of thickness dz along
the bilayer normal. The weight on atom i (wαi) is either the number of electrons or the neutron
scattering length, depending on the desired density. The contribution from water molecules is
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written as
ρwater(z) = ww
pw(z)dz
Vslice
(4.5)
where ww is the corresponding weight for water and pw(z)dz is the number of water molecules
between z and z + dz, which is unknown. Therefore, from equation (4.3) the density is given by
ρ(z) =
∑
i
[
gi(z;µi, σi)dz
wαi
Vslice
]
+ pw(z)dz
ww
Vslice
. (4.6)
The reference point is then set by subtracting the corresponding density for bulk water:
ρ∗(z) = ρ(z)− ρbulk(z) (4.7)
=
∑
i
[
gi(z;µi, σi)dz
wαi
Vslice
]
+ (pw(z)dz − Pw) ww
Vslice
(4.8)
where Pw is the number of water molecules in a slice containing only bulk water. This is given by
Pw = Vslice/vbulk where vbulk is the partial molecular volume of bulk water. The value for vbulk was
assumed to be 30.0 A˚3 based on the density of water at physiologic temperature. Therefore,
ρ∗(z) =
∑
i
[
gi(z;µi, σi)dz
wαi
Vslice
]
+
(
pw(z)dz − Vslice
vbulk
)
ww
Vslice
. (4.9)
The number of water molecules in a slice is chosen, (similar to the SDP model114), such that
the total molecular volume in a slab equals the slab volume:
Vwater(z) = Vslice − Vlipid(z) (4.10)
Vwater(z) = vwpw(z)dz (4.11)
Vlipid(z) =
∑
i
vαigi(z;µi, σi)dz (4.12)
pw(z)dz =
Vslice
vw
−
∑
i
vαi
vw
gi(z;µi, σi)dz, (4.13)
where vαi is the partial volume for species i. Substituting equation (4.13) into equation (4.9) yields
ρ∗(z) =
∑
i
[
gi(z;µi, σi)dz
(
wαi
Vslice
− wwvαi
vwVslice
)]
+ ww
vw
− ww
vbulk
. (4.14)
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Making the approximation that the molecular volume of interfacial water is similar to that of the
bulk, i.e. vw ≈ vbulk, leads to:
ρ∗(z) = dz
vwVslice
∑
i
(vwwαi − vαiww) gi(z;µi, σi) (4.15)
Equation (4.15) yields ρ∗(z) as the electron or neutron scattering length density, depending on the
choice of weights. Weights for each species are given in table 4.1. Because of the arbitrary scale
Table 4.1: Weights for calculation of electron and neutron scattering length densities. Taking
hydrogen-deuterium exchange into account, hydroxyl groups in PG and the amine groups in PS
were assumed to have hydrogen to deuterium ratios equal to that of the solvent. All other groups
are assumed to have neutron scattering cross sections that are not sensitive to D2O concentration.
Species Electron Count Neutron Scattering Cross-Section (fm)
100%D2O 75%D2O 70%D2O 50%D2O
C 6 6.65 — — —
Ch 7 2.91 — — —
Ch2 8 -0.83 — — —
Ch3 9 -4.57 — — —
N+ 6 9.40 — — —
Nh+3 9 29.41 21.603 20.04 13.795
Na+ 10 3.63 — — —
P 15 5.17 — — —
O 8 5.8 — — —
O− 9 5.8 — — —
Oh 9 12.47 9.868 9.347 7.265
Water 10 19.24 14.035 12.994 8.83
of the scattering intensity and the linearity of the cosine transform, the factor of dz/(vwVslice) is
omitted from equation (4.15) during optimization. The densities are computed for one leaflet of the
lipid bilayer, then symmetrized to produce even functions. All functions were treated as discrete,
with dz = 0.05 A˚ as the granularity for computation of the density functions ρ∗(z).
The set of parameters {µi, σi, vαi} determines the space for optimization. With three pa-
rameters per atom, the dimension of the parameter space is ∼ 160. In order to reduce the
size of the parameter space, head group atoms (including counter-ions when present) were as-
sumed to have identical partial volumes. Thus, the set of partial atomic volumes for tuning was
{vCh3 , vCh2 , vCh, vhead}. Additionally, carbon chain atoms of the same type were assumed to have
identical σ values (σCh3 , σCh2 , σCh). Such approximations reduce parameter set sizes from ∼ 160
to ∼ 115.
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4.3.2 The Data (d)
Diﬀerent contrast SAXS and SANS form factors for phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylglycerol
(PG), and phosphatidylserine (PS) were obtained from previous works.114–116,118 Data points which
exhibit no discernable scattering signal compared to background noise were truncated. Due to the
unavailability of experimental data uncertainties, error bars (∆Fe(qi) in equation (4.17)) were
assigned based on the magnitude of scattering signal, as a percentage of the maximum intensity.
For the SAXS data, the first lobe is assigned the smallest uncertainty(2%), followed by the second
(4%) and third (8%) lobes, while the fourth lobe, when present, is assigned the largest uncertainty
(16%). Similar assignments were applied to the SANS data, with two regions defined(4% and 16%).
It has been pointed out that the amino Nh+3 group in PS is capable of fast hydrogen-deuterium
exchange with the surrounding water.118 Thus, the Nh+3 hydrogens solvated by water with x mole
fraction of D2O are replaced by 3x deuteriums and 3(1−x) hydrogens. This has a significant eﬀect
on the neutron scattering length profile. Similar exchange also occurs in PG lipids which possess
two hydroxyl groups. Although it was not considered in the published PG lipid bilayers using the
SDP model,116 the hydrogen-deuterium exchange of PG hydroxyls is taken into account in the ADP
model. Lipid volumes, determined using density measurements, were also included in the data sets
for optimization. Lipid volumes for parameter tuning were 1303 A˚3 for DOPC,114 1256 A˚3 for
POPC,115 1228.5 A˚3 for DPPC,114 1208.7 A˚3 for POPG,116 and 1198.5 A˚3 for POPS.118
4.3.3 The Transformation (G) and the Comparison (∥d′ − d∥)
To compute the model predicted form factor Fm(q), assuming a symmetric bilayer, the cosine
transform was performed.
Fm(q) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(z) cos(qz)dz (4.16)
The degree of agreement between Fm(q) and the experimental form factor (Fe(q)) was calculated
using
χ =
√√√√√√
Nq∑
i=1
(
keFe(qi)−Fm(qi)
ke∆Fe(qi)
)2
Nq − 1 . (4.17)
where Nq is the number of q values considered and ∆Fe(q) is the error bar on the experimental
value.116 The q–samples for the model generated data were chosen to match the corresponding
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Table 4.2: Constraints on partial atomic volumes. The approximation is that atoms within each
group (head, tail Ch, tail Ch2, and tail Ch3) have equal volume.
Volume Mini. Value (A˚3) Max. Value (A˚3)
vhead 12.0 21.0
vCh 19.0 24.0
vCh2 25.0 30.0
vCh3 51.0 56.0
experimental samples. The experimental form factors must be scaled in order to be comparable
with the model data. The factor ke ensures this appropriate scaling.116
ke =
∑
i
Fe(qi)Fm(qi)
[∆Fe(qi)]2∑
i
[Fe(qi)]2
[∆Fe(qi)]2
(4.18)
The measure of diﬀerence (χ) between the model predicted and the experimental form factors was
calculated for each set of X-ray data (χelec1 and χelec2 when two data sets were available) and neutron
data (χneut100, χneut75, χneut70, χneut50 when sets at 100, 75, 70, and 50 % D2O concentrations were
available).
Total lipid molecular volume was included as an additional contribution to the comparison
between model and experiment via
χvolume =
|(Vexp −∑i vαi)|
Vexp
, (4.19)
where Vexp are the experimental volumes.
4.3.4 The Regularization
Regularization was introduced in part via linear constraints on the parameter space. Based on
molecular dynamics simulation, values for σi were restricted to the range [2.25, 3.75] A˚.122–126
Partial volumes were constrained as listed in table 4.2.
Connectivity information was taken into account during optimization by applying relative con-
straints to all values of µi as follows. Atoms within the sn-1 chain were constrained to be within one
bond length away from the preceding bonded atom equation (4.20), beginning with the terminal
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methyl group (i = 0).
µi−1 ≥ µi ≥ µi−1 + b (4.20)
Atoms in the backbone and head group were constrained to be within one bond length of bonded
atoms equation (4.21).
|µi − µk| ≤ b (4.21)
Atoms in the sn-2 chain were constrained similarly to the sn-1 chain equation (4.22), but relative
to the backbone carbon (i = 0).
µi−1 − b ≥ µi ≥ µi−1 (4.22)
For optimization the bond length was set to b = 2.0 A˚. Sodium counter ions were constrained
to the range [10, 35]. In order to define a coordinate system, one atom must be chosen as the
origin without loss of generality. Since the terminal methyl group of the sn-1 chain bilayer can be
approximated as bilayer center, the corresponding value for µ was fixed at z = 0. The sn-2 terminal
methyl group was not similarly restrained. The associated value for σ was also variable parameter
in the optimization.
Regularization methods were also applied via the addition of penalties on model configurations
which have unphysical properties. Models with a probability of finding any lipid atom (including
counter-ions) in a slice between z and z + dz (plipid(z)) exceeding unity were penalized by the
introduction of the term
χreg1 =
∞∫
−∞
H {plipid(z)− 1} [plipid(z)− 1] dz
∞∫
−∞
H {plipid(z)− 1}
, (4.23)
where H(x) is the Heaviside step function and plipid(0) = 1 defines the reference point. This term
(equation (4.23)) penalizes trial models which have regions of negative water probability, which
is unphysical. The presence of water in the hydrocarbon core is unfavorable due to hydrophobic
eﬀects. This physical information is incorporated by introducing the term
χreg2 =
1
2µcut
 µcut∫
−µcut
(1− plipid(z))2 dz

1/2
(4.24)
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where µcut is defined as the µ value for the seventh Ch2 relative to the carbonyl carbon on the
sn-1 chain. This regularization term imposes as soft cutoﬀ on the penetration of water into the
hydrocarbon core, and is similar in principle to constraints on the hydrocarbon error function
parameters in the SDP model.114 The penalty term in equation (4.24) puts a penalty on water
inside of µcut, but does not impact water probability above the cutoﬀ. The choice of carbon for
µcut is set conservatively, such that small changes in its location have little eﬀect on the optimization
results. The cutoﬀ location may need to be adjusted for diﬀerent lipids and diﬀerent phases.
4.4 Validation using Molecular Dynamics
As a test case of the ADP model and the optimization methods presented here, similar analysis
with lipid bilayer form factors determined from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation as the target
has been performed. In the case of MD, both the model m and the data d are known prior to
optimization, allowing the direct comparison of ADP model results and the underlying configuration
which generated the data. Therefore, solutions inverse problem (equation (4.1)) can be compared
with the actual model (m) which gave rise to the data d. Therefore, tuning the ADP model to
reproduce MD data provides a test of the reproducibility of G given m and d.
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on a system consisting of 128 POPC molecules
and 100 water molecules per lipid using GROMACS version 4.0.127 The system was run under a
constant temperature and pressure ensemble with a temperature of 303 K and a pressure of 1 bar for
200 ns with timestep of 2 fs. Long-range electrostatic interactions (beyond 0.95 nm) were computed
using the Particle Mesh Ewald method. Lennard-Jones interactions were computed for all distances
up to 1.8 nm. Interaction parameters were used from ﬀG43A1-S3.128 Time averaged electron and
neutron scattering length densities were extracted from the final 10 ns of the simulation trajectory
using the GROMACS included analysis utilities. A cosine transformation (equation (4.16)) was
performed to generate scattering form factors. Though only H2O was used in the simulations,
neutron scattering lengths corresponding to solvent D2O concentrations of 100%, 70% and 50%
were used in order to generate data similar to the experimental case. These form factors determined
from MD simulation, along with the experimental value for total lipid volume, and regularization
terms χreg1 (equation (4.23)) and χreg1 (equation (4.24)) were used to optimize the ADP model.
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Figure 4.1: Electron (A) and neutron (B) scattering form factors determined from molecular dy-
namics simulation (points) and optimization of the ADP model (lines) with the MD form factors
as targets.
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Figure 4.1, which shows optimized ADP model form factors compared with the target MD form
factors for one optimization. The ADP model is able to very accurately reproduce the scattering
form factors even for large values of q despite all the simplifying assumptions. The ADP model
and the optimization technique is therefore well suited to fit the scattering data and extract the
structural properties. If the target data are generated with low error and high q values the model
reproduction is near perfect (see figure 4.1 and figure 4.2). For real experimental systems where high
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Figure 4.2: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) relative to bulk water densities for MD
(points) and the ADP model fit (lines). Since a constant scalar multiple has been removed during
calculation of form factors, the ADP results are re-scaled.
errors are inevitable and the range of q is truncated due to instrumental limitations, sophisticated
statistical methods were used to choose the model. Figure 4.2 compares the optimized ADP model
real space structure (lines) with the molecular dynamics analysis (points). The important structural
characteristics of the lipid bilayer are recovered from the MD data by the ADP model, despite
several simplifying assumptions. Diﬀerences in real space density scale between the MD and ADP
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results can result from diﬀerence in total lipid volume diﬀerences between MD and the experimental
value used for ADP optimization and the insensitivity of the transformations to scale. Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Number densities for groups of atoms determined from MD simulation (points) com-
pared with the fitted ADP model (lines)
shows the number densities of selected groups of atom types for MD (points) and ADP (lines). The
ADP model and optimization have recovered the main features of atomic distributions. The ADP
model, despite simplifying assumptions, was able to accurately fit the low noise, high angle range
MD data.
4.4.1 Parameter Optimization
Optimization of model parameters {µi, σi, vαi} was performed using the software package ParOpt.207
The Nelder-Mead method employed for optimization is well suited to the specific challenges of this
problem, i.e the large dimensionality (∼ 115) of the space considered and the instability in the
calculation of ∥d′ − d∥. The parameter space is the set of parameters {µi, σi, vαi} bounded by the
constraints. The target function for optimization is
F({µi, σi, vαi}) =
∑
j
Wjχj({µi, σi, vαi}) (4.25)
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where Wj are the weight factors for the associated components (χj) of the target function and
the index j ∈ {elec1, elec2, neut100, neut75, neut70, neut50, volume, reg1, reg2}. Weights were
chosen heuristically to ensure a similar order of magnitude in target function contributions so that
all components impact the entire optimization procedure. Weights chosen for optimization were
Wvolume = 1000,Wneut = 10,Welec = 30,Wreg1 = 100, and Wreg2 = 1000. In the case of DOPC and
DPPC, where two sets of experimental X-ray scattering data were included, a value of Welec = 15
was used for each set. A value ofWneut = 15 was used for DPPC, since only two D2O concentrations
were available. Nelder-Mead then systematically reduces the value for F({µi, σi, vαi}) by evolving
a simplex over the parameter space {µi, σi, vαi}.
4.5 Results
A consequence of the atomistic nature of the ADP model is that the number of eﬀectively in-
dependent data points is smaller than the number of free parameters in the model, despite the
regularization procedure described above. This issue can be only resolved with either further
regularization or inclusion of more observations (e.g., neutron scattering of selectively deuterated
lipids113,114). More regularization is not feasible due to the lack of additional physical information.
Thus, there are many points in the parameter space (i.e. models for the bilayer configuration) that
match the data equivalently well within the margins of experimental error. In other words, the
condition of uniqueness is not met, and multiple minima are expected in the target function F
in equation (4.25). Each instance of parameter set optimization by the Nelder-Mead method be-
gan with random initial configurations. Since the optimization is underdetermined, the converged
value depends on the initial configuration, leading to many diﬀerent optimal models. Since these
diﬀerent models represent the data similarly well, they must all be considered as plausible physical
configurations for the bilayer. Therefore, many such models are considered (200 converged points
for each lipid), and employ a weighted averaging procedure to obtain structural information, as
outlined below.
The weighted average of quantity A is
A¯ =
∑
k
ωkAk∑
k
ωk
(4.26)
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where for the kth optimal model, ωk is the (non-negative) weight and Ak is the value of A. A
measure of variability of A¯ is
σ =
√√√√√√
∑
k
ωk(Ak − A¯)2∑
k
ωk
. (4.27)
In order to assign greater importance to models that match the data more closely, for the kth optimal
model with target function value Fk, weights (ωk) are chosen to be proportional to exp (−Fk). To
ensure numerical stability, define
ωk = exp [−(Fk −Fl)] (4.28)
where Fl is the lowest value for the target function over the set of optimal models considered for
averaging.
The exponential form of the weights ωk in equation (4.28) is motivated by analogy with a
Bayesian129 statistical formulation of the problem. Though the target function has the form
F = χ + physically-based regularization terms (equation (4.25)), a strict Bayesian formulation
of the same problem under the assumption of Gaussian noise with known variance structure would
lead to a target function of the form F ′ = χ2 + physically-based regularization terms. In such a
Bayesian formulation, the regularization terms together represent the negative logarithm of the
prior distribution, and χ2 is the negative logarithm of the likelihood function. The posterior dis-
tribution, which is the prime inferential object of the Bayesian machinery, has the form exp (−F ′).
Further, it is a probability (density) function that weighs all possible bilayer models with respect to
the data and the prior information. Therefore, it provides weight according to the relative fitness
of model. A superficially similar exponential form for averaging weights can also be found in the
context of multimodel inference based on information criteria such as Akaike or Bayesian informa-
tion criteria (BIC).130 The use of F instead of F ′ is motivated by historical precedent. The usage
of χ has been preferred in previous works, especially in applications of the SDP model.114–118 A
rigorous statistical formulation, Bayesian or otherwise, would require careful modeling of the noise
in the In practice, given the uncertainties in the data,131,132 serious discrepancy are not expected
in the predictions based on F and F ′.
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Figure 4.4: Probability density plots (A) for DOPC included for total lipid, hydrocarbon core, and
water. Number densities (B) for hydrocarbon chain groups of the same type (Tail Ch, Tail Ch2,
and Tail Ch3), backbone groups (including the carbonyl atoms) of the same type (BckBn O and
BckBn C), and head group atoms (P and N). Profiles and structural property locations Dhh,
2DC, DB are taken from the weighted average of those determined from converged parameter sets.
Error bars are determined from the standard deviations of the weighted averages, included only at
0.5 A˚ intervals for clarity.
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Figure 4.5: Probability density plots (A) for POPC included for total lipid, hydrocarbon core, and
water. Number densities (B) for hydrocarbon chain groups of the same type (Tail Ch, Tail Ch2,
and Tail Ch3), backbone groups (including the carbonyl atoms) of the same type (BckBn O and
BckBn C), and head group atoms (P and N). Profiles and structural property locations Dhh,
2DC, DB are taken from the weighted average of those determined from converged parameter sets.
Error bars are determined from the standard deviations of the weighted averages, included only at
0.5 A˚ intervals for clarity.
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Figure 4.6: Probability density plots (A) for DPPC included for total lipid, hydrocarbon core, and
water. Number densities (B) for hydrocarbon chain groups of the same type (Tail Ch2 and Tail Ch3),
backbone groups (including the carbonyl atoms) of the same type (BckBn O and BckBn C), and
head group atoms (P and N). Profiles and structural property locations Dhh, 2DC, DB are taken
from the weighted average of those determined from converged parameter sets. Error bars are
determined from the standard deviations of the weighted averages, included only at 0.5 A˚ intervals
for clarity.
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Figure 4.7: Probability density plots (A) for POPG included for total lipid, hydrocarbon core, and
water. Number densities (B) for hydrocarbon chain groups of the same type (Tail Ch, Tail Ch2,
and Tail Ch3), backbone groups (including the carbonyl atoms) of the same type (BckBn O and
BckBn C), head group atoms (P and Oh), and counter ion (Na+). Profiles and structural property
locations Dhh, 2DC, DB are taken from the weighted average of those determined from converged
parameter sets. Error bars are determined from the standard deviations of the weighted averages,
included only at 0.5 A˚ intervals for clarity.
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Figure 4.8: Probability density plots (A) for POPS included for total lipid, hydrocarbon core, and
water. Number densities (B) for hydrocarbon chain groups of the same type (Tail Ch, Tail Ch2,
and Tail Ch3), backbone groups (including the carbonyl atoms) of the same type (BckBn O and
BckBn C), head group atoms (P and Nh3), and counter ion (Na+). Profiles and structural property
locations Dhh, 2DC, DB are taken from the weighted average of those determined from converged
parameter sets. Error bars are determined from the standard deviations of the weighted averages,
included only at 0.5 A˚ intervals for clarity.
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4.5.1 Structural Properties
Subfigure (A) of figure 4.4 to 4.8 shows volume probabilities for the hydrocarbon core, total lipid,
and water. Average structural characteristics peak-to-peak distance (Dhh), overall bilayer thickness
(DB), and hydrocarbon core thickness (DC) are also indicated. Regions of increased uncertainty
in the water and lipid density profiles are found within the headgroup region for all lipids. The
magnitude of this increase in uncertainty depends on the lipid, being most extreme in DOPC
(figure 4.4) and POPC (figure 4.5). These regions indicate the possible presence of a hydration
layer within the backbone region, in contrast to a smooth drop from interfacial to bulk water.
Areas of water concentration within the head group have been proposed by both theory133 and
experiment.134 The counter ion distribution for the two acidic lipids (POPG and POPS) diﬀer
substantially. The sodium ion in POPS is more strongly associated with the head group than that
of POPG. Subfigure (B) of figure 4.4 to4.8 shows the number density for diﬀerent subgroups within
a lipid molecule. Tail groups include atoms from both hydrocarbon chains of the same type (Tail
Ch, Tail Ch2, and Tail Ch3). The groups BckBn C and BckBn O include atoms of the respective
type in both the glycerol backbone and carbonyl groups.
Figure 4.9 to 4.13 show weighted averages of the electron and neutron scattering length densities
for each lipid. Insets contain example fits chosen from the converged point with the lowest value
for the target function(Fl), along with experimental data and the experimental error bars.
Table 4.3: Lipid structural properties determined from model averages. Hydrogen-deuterium ex-
change is taken into account for hydroxyl groups in POPG and the amine group in POPS. Values
shown are weighted averages using equation (4.26) and standard deviations using equation (4.27) of
200 optimized models. Weights were determined using equation (4.28). Head includes headgroup,
glycerol backbone, and the carbonyl groups. Core group fatty acid tails, excluding the carbonyl
groups.
DOPC POPC DPPC POPG POPS
Vhead(A˚3) 346.7 ± 16.4 346.7 ± 17.8 353.3 ± 24.7 263.0 ± 15.6 278.7 ± 9.1
Vcore(A˚3) 956.3 ± 16.4 909.3 ± 17.8 866.2 ± 26.9 945.7 ± 15.6 919.8 ± 9.1
vCh(A˚3) 22.6 ± 1.3 22.1 ± 1.7 — 21.9 ± 1.8 21.4 ± 1.9
vCh2(A˚3) 27.2 ± 0.7 27.2 ± 0.6 27.2 ± 0.9 28.5 ± 0.5 27.5 ± 0.4
vCh3(A˚3) 51.9 ± 1.1 52.2 ± 1.4 51.9 ± 1.1 52.4 ± 1.5 54.2 ± 1.5
Dhh(A˚) 35.4 ± 0.1 36.7 ± 0.2 37.0 ± 0.2 36.1 ± 0.3 39.4 ± 0.3
DB(A˚) 38.8 ± 0.5 37.5 ± 1.0 38.2 ± 0.4 36.2 ± 0.4 38.2 ± 0.3
2DC(A˚) 28.5 ± 0.6 27.2 ± 1.0 27.2 ± 0.7 28.3 ± 0.5 29.3 ± 0.3
A(A˚2) 67.2 ± 0.9 67.0 ± 1.8 63.8 ± 0.7 66.9 ± 0.7 62.7 ± 0.5
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Figure 4.9: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) densities, relative to bulk water, shown
for DOPC. Example fits of the lowest target function value point, with model and measured form
factors (arbitrary units) as a function of scatting vector q (A˚−1), are included as insets. Percentages
indicate D2O concentration.
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Figure 4.10: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) densities, relative to bulk water, shown
for POPC. Example fits of the lowest target function value point, with model and measured form
factors (arbitrary units) as a function of scatting vector q (A˚−1), are included as insets. Percentages
indicate D2O concentration.
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Figure 4.11: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) densities, relative to bulk water, shown
for DPPC. Example fits of the lowest target function value point, with model and measured form
factors (arbitrary units) as a function of scatting vector q (A˚−1), are included as insets. Percentages
indicate D2O concentration.
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Figure 4.12: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) densities, relative to bulk water, shown
for POPG. Example fits of the lowest target function value point, with model and measured form
factors (arbitrary units) as a function of scatting vector q (A˚−1), are included as insets. Percentages
indicate D2O concentration.
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Figure 4.13: Electron (A) and neutron scattering length (B) densities, relative to bulk water, shown
for POPS. Example fits of the lowest target function value point, with model and measured form
factors (arbitrary units) as a function of scatting vector q (A˚−1), are included as insets. Percentages
indicate D2O concentration.
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Table 4.3 lists the weighted averages of several important structural properties for lipid bilayers
composed of DOPC, POPC, DPPC, POPG, and POPS determined using the ADP model. In
general, the ADP model gives rise to lipid bilayer structures that are consistent with those obtained
from the SDP model.114–118 The partial component volumes (Vhead, Vcore, vCh, vCh2 , and vCh3) are
similar to those reported by the SDP model. Peak-to-peak distance (Dhh) is defined as twice the
distance from the bilayer center to the maximum value in the electron density profile. Overall
bilayer thickness (DB) was calculated by solving the following equation for DB:135,136
DB/2∫
0
(1− plipid(z)) dz =
∞∫
DB/2
plipid(z)dz. (4.29)
The thickness of the hydrocarbon core, excluding the chain carbonyl groups, (2DC) was similarly
determined by solving:
DC∫
0
(1− pcore(z)) dz =
∞∫
DC
pcore(z)dz. (4.30)
The overall bilayer thickness DB and hydrocarbon chain thickness 2DC obtained from the ADP
model conform to those reported by SDP model.114–118 Area per lipid (A) which reflects the lipid
bilayer lateral packing property, was calculated from
A = VlipidDB/2
. (4.31)
Results for area are also consistent with those of the SDP model which has a lipid area uncertainty
of 1− 2 A˚2.114 For the three PC lipids, the ADP model predicts 63.8, 67.0 and 67.2 A˚2 for DPPC,
POPC and DOPC, respectively, while the corresponding lipid areas based on SDP model are 63.1,
64.3, and 67.4 A˚2.114,115 The lipid area of POPG determined using the ADP model is 66.9 A˚2.
This value is in good agreement with the reported 66.1 A˚2 using SDP model which did not model
hydrogen-deuterium exchange.116 For the apoptosis related POPS lipid, the ADP model yields a
lipid area of 62.7 A˚2, which is in also in excellent agreement with the value 62.7 A˚2 reported using
the SDP model.118
For the DPPC bilayer, unlike other lipids, the sum of lipid component volumes Vhead and Vcore
is not equal to the target value for total lipid volume (Vexp). The model structures which best fit
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the scattering data are consistent with a total lipid volume of 1219.5±2.4 A˚3 which is substantially
lower than the target value of 1228.5 A˚3. Since the precision of the total volume is higher than the
diﬀerence between the target and model predicted values, this discrepancy is an important result
of the fitting.
Despite the similar structural parameters resulting from the ADP and SDP models, the method
and model presented here oﬀer several advantages: (1) the ADP model yields atomic distributions,
while only group information can be obtained from the SDP model, (2) the ADP model requires
minimal constraints on parameters aside from regularization considerations such as physical bond
length, while the SDP model demands many more soft constrained parameters in order to obtain
stable fitting (e.g., the error function width), (3) variance in model prediction indicates the precision
with which scattering data can predict structural properties, and (4) the ADP model can be easily
extended to complicated systems such as lipid mixtures and transmembrane proteins.
4.6 Conclusion
A general method using the ADP model for the determination of lipid membrane structures via
SAXS and SANS data has been developed. The method optimizes the ADP model which makes
minimal assumptions on the underlying atomic structure. The paucity of experimental data and
the overabundance of free parameters are overcome by applying regularization methods, i.e. param-
eters are constrained to reflect molecular topology and penalty terms are added to take hydrophobic
interactions into account. Despite these reductions in redundancy, the model remains underdeter-
mined. Since all solutions to the problem are equally valid, structure predictions from all optimal
models are averaged, using a weight factor inspired by Bayesian information criterion. This allows
the determination of bilayer structures using atomic models, a level of detail that was not achievable
in previously published methods. The greater flexibility of the ADP model and the more rigorous
fitting procedure described above has yielded bilayer structure comparable to existing work. The
increased level of detail in the ADP model produces bilayer structures with the possibility of a dis-
tinct hydration layer within the interfacial region. In future work, the ADP model will be applied
to lipid bilayer systems that are too complex for simpler models.
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Chapter 5
Reactive Water
5.1 Introduction
Many vital biological processes have important stages with changing chemical compositions. Metabolic
pathways involve the enzymatic synthesis or decomposition of energy carrying molecules.137 With
a reactive classical model of biological systems, phases of these pathways could be studied using
powerful statistical mechanical tools. Many of the byproducts of metabolic processes are chemically
reactive oxidative species (ROS).138 These species are produced as leakage of important biologi-
cal functions and are found in high concentrations in the mitochondria where many important
metabolic reactions occur. Oxidative damage to cellular components, due in part to ROS, is an
important factor in many diseases, including many cancers and age related disease.139 An accurate
reactive biological forcefield would have great explanatory power in the study of oxidative damage
to the structure of lipids, proteins and the resulting impairment of function. The accuracy of the
water model is of fundamental importance when simulating a biological system.24 The interactions
among water molecules and between water molecules and macromolecules is the fundamental driv-
ing force behind the hydrophobic eﬀect.25 This eﬀect plays an important role in many biological
processes. Therefore, the first step in the development of any biologically relevant force field is in
the construction of an accurate representation of water. Even in the case of pure water, bond order
potentials may model phenomena outside the scope of conventional classical molecular dynamics.
Dissociation of water molecules is an important factor in proton transport within water, via the
Grotthus mechanism.140 The pH of aqueous solutions is an important factor in many biological
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processes. The activity of the hydrogen ion could in principle be studied directly via reactive
molecular dynamics.141 In previous works (see appendix B) a chemically reactive interface between
silica and water was simulated. The water model presented in that work is an accurate reflection
of the behavior of water in a constant volume ensemble, but it does not accurately model water at
a constant pressure. In simulations of biological relevance, the isothermal isobaric ensemble is of
vital importance.
Conventional molecular dynamics makes the assumption of static covalent bonding, assigning
harmonic (or harmonic-like) interaction potentials to bonded interactions. The energy of these
interactions diverges as the distance separating atoms increases. As a result of this assumption and
these interactions, conventional classical molecular dynamics is unable to simulate systems with
chemical reactions. Bond order potentials allow chemical reactions by introducing a bond order
term which is a measure of the degree of covalent bonding between two atoms. These potentials
rely on bond order, and in the case of ReaxFF,142 the Pauling relationship
boij ∝ exp
[
αij
rij
]
(5.1)
where boij is the bond order between atoms i and j, αij is a coeﬃcient dependent on atoms i and
j, and rij is the interatomic separation.
5.2 Model
In the ReaxFF model, the bond order is defined for all pairs of atoms in the system. The uncorrected
bond order (BO′ij) is calculated for all neighboring pairs in the system, where the superscripts σ, pi,
and pipi refer to the diﬀerent types of covalent bonding. Corrected bond orders are calculated to
reflect atomic valencies based on the sums of uncorrected bond order on each atom. This problem
is in principle a many-body interaction.
All bonded interaction terms (bond, angle, dihedral) are dependent on bond order such that as
the distance between two atoms increases, the bond order and all bonded interaction energies go
smoothly to 0. The covalent bond energy term is attractive only. Non-bonded interactions include
a repulsive van der Waals energy, which acts on all pairs within a cutoﬀ. Coulombic interactions
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are included for all pairs separated by a distance less than a user defined cutoﬀ. Since changing
bond connectivity implies a changing electronic structure, ReaxFF employs a charge equilibration
method (QEq) which recalculates the partial atomic charge on each atom in order to minimize the
electrostatic potential, with the constraint of total system charge neutrality.
The complete ReaxFF potential, as developed by van Duin et al.142–144 and implemented in
Purdue Reactive Molecular Dynamics (PuReMD)145,208 is listed below. For the sake of notational
simplicity, subscript indexes have been omitted from parameter values.
5.2.1 Bond Orders
All bonded interactions depend on bond order, therefore the calculation of interactions in the
ReaxFF system involves first the determination of bond orders for all pairs. The first phase in the
bond order calculation is the assignment of uncorrected bond orders (BO′ij).
BO′ij = BO
′σ
ij +BO
′pi
ij +BO
′pipi
ij
BO′σij = (1 + bocut) exp(pbo1(
rij
rσ0
)pbo2)− bocut (5.2)
BO′piij = exp(pbo3(
rij
rpi0
)pbo4) (5.3)
BO′pipiij = exp(pbo5(
rij
rpipi0
)pbo6) (5.4)
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These values are then corrected for valencies, to give the final bond orders (BOij) for all neighboring
pairs.
∆′i = −V ali +
nbr(i)∑
j=1
BO′ij (5.5)
∆′boci = −V alboci +
nbr(i)∑
j=1
BO′ij (5.6)
BOij = BO
′
ijf1(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)f4(∆
′
i,BO
′
ij)f5(∆
′
j ,BO
′
ij) (5.7)
BOpiij = BO
′pi
ij f1(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)f1(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)f4(∆
′
i,BO
′
ij)f4(∆′j ,BO
′
ij) (5.8)
BOpipiij = BO
′pipi
ij f1(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)f1(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)f4(∆
′
i,BO
′
ij)f4(∆′j ,BO
′
ij) (5.9)
BOσij = BOij − BOpiij − BOpipiij (5.10)
(5.11)
The functions f1, f2, f3, f4, and f5 are calculated as follows.
f1(∆′i,∆
′
j) = 0.5(
V ali + f2(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)
V ali + f2(∆′i,∆
′
j) + f3(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)
+
V alj + f2(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)
V alj + f2(∆′i,∆
′
j) + f3(∆
′
i,∆
′
j)
) (5.12)
f2(∆′i,∆
′
j) = exp(−pboc1∆
′
i) + exp(−pboc1 ∗∆
′
j) (5.13)
f3(∆′i,∆
′
j) =
−1
pboc2
log(0.5(exp(−pboc2∆′i) + exp(−pboc2∆
′
j))) (5.14)
f4(∆′i,BO
′
ij) = (1 + exp−pboc3(pboc4BO
′
ijBO
′
ij −∆
′boc
i ) + pboc5)−1 (5.15)
f5(∆′j ,BO
′
ij) = (1 + exp−pboc3(pboc4BO
′
ijBO
′
ij −∆
′boc
j ) + pboc5)−1 (5.16)
Parameters pboc3, pboc4, and pboc5 are calculated based on atomic parameters.
pboc3 = (bo132i · bo132j )2 (5.17)
pboc4 = (bo131i · bo131j )2 (5.18)
pboc5 = (bo133i · bo133j )2 (5.19)
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The diﬀerence between an atom’s valency and the total corrected bond order plays a role in energy
calculations for undercoordination and overcoordination.
∆i = −V ali +
nbr(i)∑
j=1
BOij (5.20)
∆boci = −V alboci +
nbr(i)∑
j=1
BOij (5.21)
5.2.2 Bond Energy
Total bond energy between two atoms has contributions from σ, pi, and pipi bonds.
Ebond = −DσeBOσij exp(pbe1(1− (BOσij)pbe2))−DpieBOpiij −Dpipie BOpipiij (5.22)
5.2.3 Lone Pair Energy
Lone pair energies are calculated, depending on the total bond order as follows.
Elp =
plp2∆lpi
1 + exp(−75∆lpi )
(5.23)
∆ei = −V alei +
n(i)∑
j=1
BOij (5.24)
nlp,i =

exp(−plp1(2 + ∆ei − 2int(∆
e
i
2 ))2)− int(
∆ei
2 ) if mass <= 21.0
1
2(V ale1 − V ali) if mass > 21.0
(5.25)
∆lpi = nlp,opt − nlp,i (5.26)
nlp,opt =
1
2(V al
e
i − V ali) (5.27)
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5.2.4 C2 Correction
With an additional correction for carbon-carbon bonds
vov3 = BOij −∆i − 0.04∆4i (5.28)
if vov3 > 3,
Elph = plp3(vov3− 3)2 (5.29)
5.2.5 Triple Bond Stabilization
For carbon-oxygen bonds a further addition is made.
Etbs = pgp10 · exp [−pgp7(BOij − 2.5)] 11 + 25 exp [pgp4(∆i +∆j)]) ·
[exp(−pgp3(TBOi − BOij)) + exp(−pgp3(TBOj − BOij))] (5.30)
5.2.6 Overcoordination Energy
An energy penalty for atoms with bond order exceeding the valency is calculated.
Eover =
∑n(i)
j povun1D
σ
eBOij
∆lpcorri + V ali
∆lpcorri (1 + exp(povun2∆
lpcorr
i ))−1 (5.31)
∆lpcorri = ∆i −∆lpi (1 + povun3 exp(povun4
n(i)∑
j
(∆j −∆lpj )(BOpiij +BOpipiij )))−1 (5.32)
5.2.7 Undercoordination Energy
Similarly, an energy for atoms with bond orders less than valency is also calculated.
Eunder = −povun5 1− exp(povun6∆
lpcorr
i )
1 + exp(−povun2∆lpcorri )
(1 + povun7 exp(povun8
n(i)∑
j
(∆j −∆lpj )(BOpiij +BOpipiij )))−1
(5.33)
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5.2.8 Valence Angle Energy
Three body angle energies are calculated as follows.
Eval = f7(BOij)f7(BOjk)f8(∆j)pval1(1− exp(−pval2(Θ0 −Θijk)2)) (5.34)
f7(BOij) = 1− exp(−pval3BOpval4ij ) (5.35)
f8(∆j) = pval5 − (pval5 − 1)
2 + exp(pval6∆anglej )
1 + exp(pval6∆anglej ) + exp(−pval7∆anglej )
(5.36)
∆anglei = −V alvali +
n(i)∑
j
BOij (5.37)
Where the equilibrium angle Θ0 is determined as follows.
Θ0 = pi −Θ0,0{1− exp(−pval10(2− SBO2))} (5.38)
SBO =
n(j)∑
n
(BOpijn +BOpipijn ) +
1− n(j)∏
n
exp(−BO8jn)
 (−∆anglej − pval8nlp,i) (5.39)
SBO2 =

0 if SBO ≤ 0
SBOpval9 if 0 < SBO < 1
2− (2− SBO)pval9 if 1 < SBO < 2
2 if SBO ≥ 2
(5.40)
5.2.9 Penalty Energy
For systems with one atom containing two double bonds, an additional energy penalty is added.
Epen = ppen1f9(∆j) exp
[
−ppen2(BOij − 2)2
]
exp
[
−ppen2(BOjk − 2)2
]
(5.41)
f9 = 2 + exp(−ppen3∆j)1 + exp(−ppen3∆j) + exp(ppen4∆j) (5.42)
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5.2.10 Three-body Conjugation Energy
For conjugated molecules, an additional three-body energy is added.
Ecoa =pcoa1
1
1 + exp(pcoa2∆valj )
·
exp
−pcoa3
−BOij + nbr(i)∑
n
BOin
2
 ·
exp
−pcoa3
−BOjk + nbr(k)∑
n
BOkn
2
 ·
exp
[
−pcoa4 (BOij − 1.5)2
]
exp
[
−pcoa4 (BOjk − 1.5)2
]
(5.43)
5.2.11 Torsion Angle Energy
A four-body torsion angle energy is also calculated.
Etor =
1
2f10(BOij,BOjk,BOkl) sin(Θijk) sin(Θjkl)·[
V1(1 + cos(ωijkl))+
V2 exp
(
ptor1(2− BOpijk − f11(∆j ,∆k)
)2
)(1− cos(2ωijkl))+
V3(1 + cos(3ωijkl))
]
(5.44)
f10(BOij ,BOjk,BOkl) = [1− exp(−ptor2BOij)] ·
[1− exp(−ptor2BOjk)] [1− exp(−ptor2BOkl)] (5.45)
f11(∆j ,∆k) =
2 + exp
[
−ptor3(∆anglej +∆anglek )
]
1 + exp
[
−ptor3(∆anglej +∆anglek )
]
+ exp
[
ptor4(∆anglej +∆
angle
k )
] (5.46)
5.2.12 Four Body Conjugation Energy
A four-body term is applied to conjugated molecules, similarly to equation (5.43).
Econj = pcot1f12(BOij ,BOjk,BOkl)
[
1 + (cos2 ωijkl − 1) sinΘijk sinΘjkl
]
(5.47)
f12 = exp
[
−pcot2(BOij − 32)
2
]
exp
[
−pcot2(BOjk − 32)
2
]
exp
[
−pcot2(BOkl − 32)
2
]
(5.48)
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5.2.13 Hydrogen Bond Energy
Hydrogen bonds are explicitly modeled in the ReaxFF model.
Ehbond = phb1 [1− exp(−phb2BOxh)] exp
[
−phb3( r
hb
0
rhZ
+ rhZ
rhb0
− 2)
]
sin8(ΘXhZ2 ) (5.49)
5.2.14 van der Waals Energy
For the repulsive only van der Waals interaction, two contributions are possible. An inner wall
model, when parameters rcore2 and acore2 are greater than zero and a shielding option, when the
parameter γvdw is greater than 0.5. If the interaction is shielded:
Evdw = Tap(rij)ϵvdw
{
exp
[
αvdw(1− f13(rij)
rvdw
)
]
− 2 exp
[
αvdw
2 (1−
f13(rij)
rvdw
)
]}
(5.50)
f13(rij) =
[
rpvdw1ij +
( 1
γvdw
)pvdw1]1/pvdw1
(5.51)
(5.52)
If the interaction is unshielded:
Evdw = Tap(rij)ϵvdw
{
exp
[
αvdw(1− rij
rvdw
)
]
− 2 exp
[
αvdw
2 (1−
rij
rvdw
)
]}
(5.53)
If the inner wall method is included, an additional term is added.
Evdw−inner = Tap(rij) · ecore2 · exp
[
acore2(1.0− ( rijrcore2))
]
(5.54)
Where the taper (Tap(rij) function ensures that the interactions go smoothly to zero as the cutoﬀ
separation is approached.
Tap(rij) =
7∑
n=0
Tapnrnij for Rlow = 0 (5.55)
Tap7 = 20/R7cut,Tap6 = −70/R6cut,Tap5 = 84/R5cut,
Tap4 = −35/R4cut,Tap3 = 0,Tap2 = 0,Tap1 = 0,Tap0 = 1
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5.2.15 Coulomb
The Coulombic interaction is shielded, and also includes the taper function.
Ecoulomb = Tap(rij)
qiqj
{r3ij + γ−3qeqij}1/3
(5.56)
5.2.16 QEq
Charge equilibration (QEq)147 is a method of determining partial atomic charges, based on ioniza-
tion potentials and electronegativities. Charges are adjusted to minimized the total electrostatic
potential of the system
Ees({qi}) =
∑
i
χqi +
∑
ij
qiHijqj (5.57)
where qi is the charge on atom i, χi = 1/2(IP + EA), IP is the ionization potential, and EA is
the electron aﬃnity. The term Hij is given by
Hij = ηδij +Tap(rij)
1(
r3ij + (γqeq)−3
)1/3 (1− δij) (5.58)
where η is the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons in the same orbital. QEq parameters in
the ReaxFF forcefield are χ, η, and γqeq.
5.2.17 Combination Rules
Combination rules are applied to determine interaction parameters between diﬀering atomic types,
unless a specific value is specified in table 5.4. The arithmetic mean ( pij = (pi+ pj)/2 ) is used for
For the bond radii (rσ0 , rpi0 , rpipi0 ), The geometric mean is used for ϵvdw, αvdw, rvdw, γvdw, and γqeq.
5.3 Parameters
Tables 5.1 through 5.7 list the interaction parameters which govern the behavior of the ReaxFF
model. Included in these tables are the parameter name, a brief description, the address used for
ParOpt optimization (with “x” where more than one address is required), the value determined
after all optimization procedures (see section 5.5), and the equation where the parameter appears.
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Table 5.1: ReaxFF global parameters. Global parameters were left constant during all optimization
stages
Name Description Address Value Eq.#
pboc1 Overcoordination parameter 1:1:0 50.000 (5.13)
pboc2 Overcoordination parameter 1:2:0 9.5469 (5.14)
pcoa2 Valency angle conjugation parameter 1:3:0 1.6725 (5.43)
pgp3 Triple bond stabilisation parameter 1:4:0 1.7224 (5.30)
pgp4 Triple bond stabilisation parameter 1:5:0 6.8702 (5.30)
plp3 C2-correction 1:6:0 60.4850 (5.29)
povun6 Undercoordination parameter 1:7:0 1.0588 (5.33)
pgp7 Triple bond stabilisation parameter 1:8:0 4.6000 (5.30)
povun7 Undercoordination parameter 1:9:0 12.1176 (5.33)
povun8 Undercoordination parameter 1:10:0 13.3056 (5.33)
pgp10 Triple bond stabilisation energy 1:11:0 -40.0000 (5.30)
Rlow Lower Taper-radius 1:12:0 0.0000 (5.55)(5.55)
Rcut Upper Taper-radius 1:13:0 10.0000 (5.55)(5.55)
N/A Not used 1:14:0 2.8793 —
pval6 Valency undercoordination 1:15:0 33.8667 (5.36)
plp1 Valency angle/lone pair parameter 1:16:0 6.0891 (5.25)
pval9 Valency angle 1:17:0 1.0563 (5.40)
pval10 Valency angle parameter 1:18:0 2.0384 (5.38)
N/A Not used 1:19:0 6.1431 —
ppen2 Double bond/angle parameter 1:20:0 6.9290 (5.41)
ppen3 Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord 1:21:0 0.3989 (5.42)
ppen4 Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord 1:22:0 3.9954 (5.42)
N/A Not used 1:23:0 -2.4837 —
ptor2 Torsion/BO parameter 1:24:0 5.7796 (5.45)
ptor3 Torsion overcoordination 1:25:0 10.0000 (5.46)
ptor4 Torsion overcoordination 1:26:0 1.9487 (5.46)
N/A Conjugation 0 (not used) 1:27:0 -1.2327 —
pcot2 Conjugation 1:28:0 2.1645 (5.48)
pvdw1 vdWaals shielding 1:29:0 1.5591 (5.51)
bocut Cutoﬀ for bond order (*100) 1:30:0 0.1000 (5.2)
pcoa4 Valency angle conjugation parameter 1:31:0 1.7602 (5.43)
povun4 Overcoordination parameter 1:32:0 0.6991 (5.26)
povun3 Overcoordination parameter 1:33:0 50.0000 (5.26)
pval8 Valency/lone pair parameter 1:34:0 1.8512 (5.39)
N/A Not used 1:35:0 0.5000 —
N/A Not used 1:36:0 20.0000 —
N/A Molecular energy (not used) 1:37:0 5.0000 —
pgp37 Molecular energy (not used) 1:38:0 0.0000 (5.30)
pcoa3 Valency angle conjugation parameter 1:39:0 2.6962 (5.43)
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Table 5.2: ReaxFF single body parameters.
Name Description Address Values Eq.#
i Atom Name 2:x:0 O H —
rs Sigma bond radius 2:x:1 1.2599† 0.9033† (5.2)
V al Valency 2:x:2 2.0000 1.0000 (5.5) (5.12) (5.27)
mass Atomic mass 2:x:3 15.9990 1.0080
rvdw van der Waals radius 2:x:4 XXX†‡ XXX†‡ (5.50)
ϵvdw van der Waals energy scale 2:x:5 0.0957† 0.1021† (5.50)
γqeq gamma (QEq) 2:x:6 1.3781∗ 0.9930∗ (5.56) (5.57)
rpi0 Pi bond radius 2:x:7 1.0737† -0.1000 (5.3)
V ale Number of valence electrons 2:x:8 6.0000 1.0000 (5.27)
αvdw vdW parameter 2:x:9 XXX‡ XXX‡ (5.50)
γvdw vdW shielding parameter 2:x:10 XXX†‡ XXX†‡ (5.51)
V alboc Valency 2:x:11 4.0000 1.0000 (5.6)
povun5 Undercoordination energy scale 2:x:12 37.5000 0.0000 (5.33)
N/A 2:x:13 116.0768 121.1250 —
χ chi (QEq) 2:x:14 11.7629∗ 4.8078∗ (5.57)
η eta (QEq) 2:x:15 9.7940∗ 11.0610∗ (5.57)
phbond Hydrogen bond flag 2:x:16 2.0000 1.0000
rpipi0 Pi Pi bond radius 2:x:17 0.9065† -0.1000 (5.4)
plp2 Lone-pair energy scale 2:x:18 0.0055† 0.0000 (5.23)
N/A 2:x:19 68.0152 55.1878 —
bo131 Bond order correction parameter 2:x:20 3.4617† 2.8793† (5.18)
bo132 Bond order correction parameter 2:x:21 0.8433† 2.5070† (5.17)
bo133 Bond order correction parameter 2:x:22 0.0026† 0.0002† (5.19)
N/A 2:x:23 0.9745 1.0698 —
N/A 2:x:24 0.0000 0.0000 —
povun2 Under / Overcoordination param 2:x:25 -3.6848† -20.5546† (5.31)
pval3 Valence angle parameter 2:x:26 2.7914† 4.2367† (5.35)
N/A 2:x:27 1.0493 1.0338 —
V alval Valence angle valency 2:x:28 4.0000 1.0000 (5.37)
pval5 Valence angle parameter 2:x:29 2.9225 2.8793 (5.36)
rcore2 vdW shielding parameter 2:x:30 0.0000 0.0000 (5.54)
ecore2 vdW shielding parameter 2:x:31 0.0000 0.0000 (5.54)
acore2 vdW shielding parameter 2:x:32 0.0000 0.0000 (5.54)
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Table 5.3: ReaxFF bond parameters.
Name Description Address Values Eq.
i Atom index 1 3:x:0 O O H
j Atom index 2 3:x:1 H O H
Dσe Sigma bond en-
ergy scale
3:x:2 138.1391† 132.7956† 145.4878† (5.22)
Dpie Pi bond energy
scale
3:x:3 0.0000 155.6151† 0.0000 (5.22)
Dpipie Pi-Pi bond energy
scale
3:x:4 0.0000 57.4716† 0.0000 (5.22)
pbe1 Bond energy pa-
rameter
3:x:5 -0.4068† 0.2872† -0.3877† (5.22)
pbo5 Bond energy pa-
rameter
3:x:6 0.0000 -0.2502† 0.0000 (5.4)
v13cor 1-3 bo correction
param
3:x:7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 (5.15)(5.16)
pbo6 Uncorrected bo
parameter
3:x:8 6.0000 34.9854† 6.0000 (5.4)
povun1 Overcoordination
energy param
3:x:9 0.5587† 1.6931† 0.7021† (5.31)
pbe2 Bond energy pa-
rameter
3:x:10 3.9899† 0.7157† 7.8569† (5.22)
pbo3 Uncorrected bond
order parameter
3:x:11 1.0000 -0.9751† 1.0000 (5.3)
pbo4 Uncorrected bond
order parameter
3:x:12 0.0000 9.5955† 0.0000 (5.3)
N/A 3:x:13 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 —
pbo1 Uncorrected bond
order parameter
3:x:14 -0.0940† -0.9577† -0.0724† (5.2)
pbo2 Uncorrected bond
order parameter
3:x:15 4.6604† 5.2705† 5.6139† (5.2)
ovc Overcoordination
parameter
3:x:16 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 (5.12) (5.13)(5.14)
N/A 3:x:17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 —
Table 5.4: ReaxFF oﬀ-diagonal parameters. These parameters are used to replace the combination
rules for the mixing of single body parameters with an explicit value.
Name Description Address Value Eq.#
i Atom index 1 4:1:0 O —
j Atom index 2 4:1:1 H —
ϵvdw van der Waals energy 4:1:2 0.0329† (5.50)
rvdw van der Waals radius 4:1:3 XXX†‡ (5.50)
αvdw van der Waals parameter 4:1:4 XXX†‡ (5.50)
rs0 Sigma bond radius 4:1:5 0.9447† (5.2)
rpi0 Pi bond radius 4:1:6 -1.0000 (5.3)
rpipi0 Pi-Pi bond radius 4:1:7 -1.0000 (5.4)
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Table 5.7: ReaxFF hydrogen bond parameters.
Hydrogen Bond Parameters
Name Desciption Address Value Eq.#
i Atom index 1 7:1:0 O —
j Atom index 2 7:1:1 H —
k Atom index 2 7:1:2 O —
rhb0 Hydrogen bond radius 7:1:3 2.1715† (5.49)
phb1 Hydrogen bond energy 7:1:4 -3.9033† (5.49)
phb2 Hydrogen bond parameter 7:1:5 1.2684† (5.49)
phb3 Hydrogen bond parameter 7:1:6 16.5854† (5.49)
5.4 Target Data
In order to reproduce water at an accurate level, systems for the calculation of quantum energies
were produced using DFT and the B3LYP method with the 6-311++g** basis set. Systems pro-
duced included a profile of the ground state water dimer as a function of the oxygen-oxygen distance
(dimer profile), from 2.0 A˚to 4.0 A˚. Hydrogen peroxide (peroxide profile) with perturbations about
the ground state in the oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen bond, bond angles, and dihedral angle
was also performed. A profile of a single water molecule (water profile with bond distances var-
ied symmetrically between 0.9 A˚and 1.0 A˚and angle between 100◦and 108◦was analyzed. For these
three sets of geometries, only single point calculations were performed. Systems with optimized tar-
gets were geometry optimized in the Serial-Reax software using a steepest-descent algorithm.145 In
addition to the profile systems, systems consisting of several molecules were geometry optimized.
Molecular hydrogen with 1, 2 and 4 molecules (hydrogen clust), hydrogen peroxide from 1 to 6
molecules (peroxide clust), molecular oxygen with 1,2,4, and 7 molecules (oxygen clust), and water
with 1 to 34 molecules (water clust were analyzed. For the calculation of partial charges from the
full electronic wavefunction, the CHELPG method was used. The method assigns partial charges in
order to fit the electrostatic potential, while also reproducing the same total dipole moment of the
system. All ab initio quantum calculations for this chapter were performed using Gaussian 09.148
In addition to quantum calculations performed for this work, data which was generated for the
optimization of the iAMOEBA model was also used. The iAMOEBA model is a simplification of
the AMOEBA model with the additional assumption of direct polarization.149 The ab initio data
used for iAMOEBA optimization which was also used in this work include both gas phase and liquid
phase data. The liquid phase data consists of approximately 42,000 systems with water clusters
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ranging in size from 2 to 22 molecules which were extracted from AMOEBA simulations ranging
from 249.15 K to 373.15 K. These systems were analyzed using dual basis RI-MP2/heavy-aug-cc-
pVTZ level of theory.149 Gas phase clusters calculated using the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
and the coupled cluster (CCSDT) method.150
5.4.1 Partial Atomic Charges
Since the QEq parameters χ, η, and γ, are independent of all other parameters, these were optimized
separately. Since the relative diﬀerences between atomic species in parameter values, not their
absolute values, determine the partial charges calculated from the QEq method, systems with a
reference atom whose parameters are not varied during optimization were added to the training set.
Systems with up to four methane molecules, and systems combining methane and methanol were
included. Additionally, systems considered for the charge optimization phase were dimer profile,
peroxide profile, water profile, peroxide clust, and water clust. Since no energy term were being
optimized, only single point calculations of atomic charges using the serial version of the PuReMD
software145 were performed during this optimization procedure. The QEq method is unable to
assign partial charges to systems with only one atom type, and therefore cannot polarize molecules
such as ozone. Since no charge would be distributed in systems with only one atom type, systems
from the groups oxygen clust and hydrogen clust were not used in the charge optimization phase.
5.4.2 ab initio Energies
For the optimization of the large parameter set against quantum calculations, systems which were
optimized via ab initio calculation were also optimized using the serial PuReMD software.145 These
systems include peroxide clust, and water clust, oxygen clust, and hydrogen clust and systems in-
cluded from the iAMOEBA training set. For the non-energy minimized systems, only single point
calculation were performed. These systems include dimer profile, water profile, and peroxide profile
and the majority of the the iAMOEBA training set.
5.4.3 Empirical Data
To accurately reproduce macroscale water behavior, ReaxFF parameters were optimized to match
experimental data, including densities, diﬀusion coeﬃcients, correlation functions, bond structure,
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and average electrostatic properties. In order to ensure that the optimized model reproduces
accurate oxygen and hydrogen behavior in diﬀering chemical environments, system consisting of
peroxide solute in water solvent of varying concentration (0%, 1.91%, 24.58%, and 47.01% weight
percent) were performed. Systems were simulated for 20 ps in the initial stages of optimization. As
the optimization proceed, systems appeared to require more time for equilibration, so run times were
extended to 25 ps. A timestep of 0.25 fs was used throughout. Charges were recalculated using the
QEq procedure at every step. Systems were maintained at a constant temperature (298.15 K) and
pressure (1 atm) ensemble using the Berendsen thermostat and barostat respectively. All systems
were simulated using the parallel ReaxFF implementation PuReMD.208 This implementation of
ReaxFF has excellent scaling behavior and employees many advanced numerical and computation
techniques to achieve very impressive performance.
Densities: Densities for all four systems were calculated from time averages over the final half of
the simulation (either 10 ps or 25 ps depending on the total simulation length). Errors in
each density were calculated from
fρ =
(ρexp. − ρreax)2
ρexp
(5.59)
Diﬀusion Coeﬃcient: The coeﬃcient of diﬀusion for water was calculated by determining the
mean-squared displacement as a function of time for oxygen atoms which were part of intact
water molecules.
Radial Distribution Function: The radial distribution function (RDF) of two species in a sys-
tem is calculated from
g(r) = N(r)4pir2ρdr , (5.60)
where N(r) is the unnormalized count of atoms as a function of distance and ρ is density over
the entire system. The RDF is a ratio of the density in a shell of thickness dr and radius r to
the homogeneous average density and indicates areas of increased probability to find species.
Experimental target data were determined using empirical structure refinement (EPSR) to
refine model of liquid water to reproduce high accuracy scattering measurements.151 Com-
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parison of RDFs was performed using a linear weight function as follows
frdf =
1
rmax
rmax∫
0
(gexp(r)− greax(r))2
gexp(r)
W (r)dr (5.61)
W (r) = m ∗ x+ b (5.62)
(5.63)
where m = −9.32 and b = 50 are coeﬃcients for the linear weighting function which was
chosen to give higher importance to the short range correlations in the system.
Dipole Moment: Dipole moment was calculated as a time average over intact water molecules
using
µ =
∑
i
qi(xi − xref ) (5.64)
where the sum is over all bonded atoms (i) in a molecule, xi and qi are the position vector
and charge of the atom respectively, and xref is a reference vector. For a neutral molecule,
the choice of reference vector is arbitrary. Since the constraint on QEq in the ReaxFF is on
total system neutrality and not on molecular neutrality, this assumption does not always hold.
Therefore, the reference vector was chosen as the location of the oxygen atom to minimized
artifacts. In addition, only molecules with a net charge Q = ∑i qi < 0.001e were considered
in the average. This averaged value was compared to the experimental value in the same
fashion as in equation (5.59).
Bond Distance: Due to the lack of the bonded peak in the experimental RDF, the experimental
value for the oxygen–hydrogen bond distance was added to the parameter set. A comparison
of the same form as equation (5.59) was used for the target function value component.
5.5 Optimization
An optimization of all parameters against all data would be prohibitively expensive. To simplify
the optimization procedure, parameters and data were first split into non overlapping groups.
Atomic charges determined from a single point calculation of QEq, depend only on the QEq specific
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parameters (η, γqeq, and χ). Due to this separability, charge parameter sets were first independently
optimized with only partial charge calculated from ab initio methods as the target. Once optimal
values for these parameters were determined, parameters governing bond order, bonded energies,
and non-bonded energies were optimized to reproduce ab initio single point and geometry optimized
energy calculations. This is the largest set of parameters used for optimization. Due to the long
time requirements for the simulation of systems from which ensemble averages can be taken, only
the non-bonding van der Waals terms were optimized to match experimental observations.
All optimization was divided into three parts: QEq (∗) partial charges, single point energies (†),
and empirical macroscale properties(‡). Tables 5.1 through 5.7 list the parameters used for each
phase.
Figure 5.1 shows the full optimization of the QEq parameters. Figure 5.2 shows the full opti-
mization of the large parameter set to reproduce the ab initio energy data. The optimization of
the resulting parameter sets after the first two phases to match experimental properties is shown
in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Optimization of charge equilibration (QEq) parameters to reproduce ab initio charges.
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Figure 5.2: Optimization of bond order, bonded energy, and non-bonded energy terms to reproduce
single point ab initio energy calculations.
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Figure 5.3: Optimization of van der Waals parameters to reproduce macroscopic experimental
observables in diﬀerent mixtures of hydrogen peroxide and water.
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5.6 Conclusion
A multistage optimization of the ReaxFF model for oxygen and hydrogen interactions has been
performed in order to accurately model water and hydrogen peroxide under physiological conditions.
The first stage of this procedure was the tuning of charge equilibration parameters in order to match
ab initio derived partial atomic charges. Following this, an iterative procedure was undertaken,
whereby the model was adjusted to match quantum mechanical data and empirical observations in
a consistent manner. To this end, parameters were optimized to match ab initio data. The local
area of the resulting optimal parameter set was then explored to match experimental measurements.
This procedure was then iterated, ensuring that both theoretical and experimental predictions are
reproduced by the model.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In order to solve the optimization problem for a general target function defined on parameter space,
the software package ParOpt was developed. This software provides a flexible framework for ap-
proaching high dimensional non-linear optimizations. In particular, development of ParOpt has
focused on the optimization of molecular models. These models generally have computationally
costly target functions, which can also suﬀer from numerical instability, stochasticity, and a lack
of unique solution. Because of these function properties, the Nelder-Mead simplex method imple-
mented within the ParOpt framework has been utilized. This method is well suited to the problem
of molecular model optimization due to its ability to greatly reduce target function values in initial
steps, its lack of dependence on the target function gradient, and its performance on stochastic
problems. Applications of software package ParOpt and the method Nelder-Mead were presented,
in the order of the size of the parameter space.
Optimization of a coarse-grained model for water and ions was presented. The model employs
a modified Morse potential which is more computationally expensive than the conventionally used
Lennard-Jones potential. The function form of these interactions gives the model six parameters
for each interaction, where the Lennard-Jones potential has only two. In eﬀect, the usage of this
potential trades simulation degrees of freedom (positions and velocities of atoms) for optimization
degrees of freedom (free parameters for tuning). Thus, the optimization problem, which is only
solved once, has increased complexity, but the resulting simulations, which will be used in many dif-
ferent instances, have reduced complexity. These models were tuned primarily against experimental
data, including densities, diﬀusion coeﬃcients, surface tension, and free energies of solvation. Thus,
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small scale interactions are adjusted to reproduce statistical properties of the system.
Determination of lipid bilayer structure from phase space scattering data requires solving the
inverse problem G(m) = d, where the scattering data d, is known. A model m is generated which
represents the underlying, unknown, state of the system. The transformation (G) of this model
must match the original observed data. This problem can also be posed as an optimization problem,
where the parameters of the model are the variables to be tuned, and the diﬀerence between the
model predications and the observations determines the target function. This approach was applied
to single component lipid bilayers of various lipid types in chapter 4. A new atomic density profile
(ADP) model was developed which makes fewer assumptions regarding the underlying atomic
structure. Since the the optimization procedure is underdetermined due to a lack of data and an
overabundance of model parameters, a statistical sampling of converged models was analyzed. This
approach yielded not only the bilayer structure, but also a metric on how precisely bilayer features
are resolved by the data. In future work, the model and methods can be applied to more complex
systems than have been possible with existing approaches.
A reactive potential such as ReaxFF for the simulation of biological systems using classical
molecular dynamics would provide a powerful tool. A reactive model of biologically relevant atomic
interactions could be applied to the statistical analysis of many important systems, such as oxidative
damage of cellular components by the leakage of metabolic processes. Toward that goal, a reactive
model of water has been optimized. The ReaxFF model was tuned in a multiphase procedure. First
the charge equilibration (QEq) parameters were optimized to reproduce partial charges derived from
ab initio calculations. Parameters governing bond order, bonded interactions, and non-bonded van
der Waals interactions were then tuned to reproduce a large set of energies computed via quantum
chemical methods. This model was further refined in order to reproduce large scale experimentally
determined properties of water and hydrogen peroxide systems. These final two steps are performed
iteratively, ensuring the simultaneous fitting two both ab initio calculations and experimental large
scale properties.
The ParOpt software has proven to be a useful tool in the development of molecular models
on several diﬀerent time and length scales. Each of these models and the associated target func-
tions and parameter spaces present diﬀerent challenges. Some target function (see chapter 3 and
chapter 5) involved long time simulation in order to compare macroscopic model prediction with
99
experiemt. Other target functions (see chapter 4 and chapter 5) invovled faster single point calcu-
lations. The characteristics of these target functions also varied. Parameter space sizes also varied,
from less than 10 parameters to nearly 100. ParOpt, from a software design perspective, has been
constructed with enough generality to allow adjustment to solve each problem.
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Appendix A
ParOpt Manual
A.1 Introduction
ParOpt is an automated parameter optimization software framework. The user specifies a parame-
ter space, a target function defined on the space, and options governing the optimization procedure.
ParOpt produces a local minima in the parameter space, along with various output during the pro-
cedure. The method of optimization is a choice of the user. The parameter space is defined by
specifying parameters to be varied and their allowable ranges (sec A.3.3). The target function is
separated into a logical procedure which consists of three phases: execution, (sec A.3.1), analysis
(sec. A.3.4), and comparison(sec. A.3.4). Since it is parallelized, the execution, or simulation phase,
should perform the most computationally costly part of the target function evaluation. For exam-
ple, the execution phase can consist of several molecular dynamics simulations, or long quantum
chemical calculations. The analysis phase of the target function should involve extraction from the
simulation results of data which is easily comparable to the known target data. The comparison
phase then is application some metric defined between the target data and the observed data. The
specifics of each of these phases is left the user to define.
A.2 Usage
./paropt control file(s)
A.3 Input
ParOpt requires at least one argument: an input file referred to as the control file. Multiple files
can be included, in order to run iterative optimizations. In the case of multiple control files, ParOpt
will find the optimum value of the first parameter space, and then apply these parameters to the
subsequent set (the user must ensure that parameter addressing is consistent across files). This
procedure is then repeated for all control files and iterated over. A control file has 4 sections:
Global Options, Force Field Constants, Force Field Parameters, and Data. The global section
must precede all other sections. Sections are determined by a line containing one of the following:
global:
constants:
parameters:
data:
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the design and structure of the ParOpt optimization software.
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constraints:
CPP is executed on the input file, allowing #include, #define, ifdef, etc. Comments can occur
anywhere on a line and are represented by an exclamation point (!). Comparisons of string literals
in the control file are not case sensitive. Colons are required wherever present. Files are read in
with blank space delimiters, no fixed widths are assumed.
The global section must appear first. This section contains the executable commands, names of
forcefield files, specification of force field file writing methods, specification of optimization methods,
and general options. The other sections can be in any order, and multiple sections of one type are
allowed. Most global options may be redefined. The primary method by which ParOpt interfaces
with external processes is by writing force field parameters. Any values (real numbers, strings
etc.) to be written to the force field file, whether varied for optimization or not, must be listed
in the input file for ParOpt. Parameters to be varied are placed in the params section, those held
constant are placed in the constants section. Constraints on minimum and maximum allowable
ranges for parameters are specified in the parameters section. Any other constraints are placed in
the constraints section. Executable commands are written in the global section, while analysis and
comparison are in the data section. Note: all values listed in this manual are the default values,
unless marked as an example.
A.3.1 Global
Global parameters are read from the beginning of the control file. Global parameters include:
Simulation Type
simulation_type: Generic
This specifies the type of simulation to be run. As of 4.2 available options are:
Generic Generic force field writing
Reax Reactive Molecular Dynamics
GROMACS GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulation
With careful setup, any plain text file may be written using the Generic forcefield file writing.
The only diﬀerence between simulation types is in the force field writing. See section A.4 for
detail on the diﬀerences between the methods.
Manager Type
manager_type: nelder-mead
The type of optimization manager to run. Options are:
nelder-mead Iterative Nelder-Mead optimization
sequential One parameter at a time sequential parabolic fitting
multi-sequential Loop of the sequential manager
priority
sensitivity
steepest Simple steepest descent
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scattering Perform a one-dimensional optimization of atomic density profiles in order to
match scattering (e.g. X-ray and/or neutron) data. For this manager, all calculations
are performed internal to ParOpt. See section A.5 for details.
swarm Use the particle swarm optimization method.
Force Field File(s)
(example)
ffield: 1 ffield.water
The force field files required to run simulations, preceded by the number of files. These files
may or may not be used to run simulations, depending on input to the exec lines. These
are the temporary files that ParOpt will write during optimization, once for each target
function evaluation. One set of forcefield files corresponds to one point in parameter space.
For the Reax and GROMACS managers, only one force field file is allowed. For generic, any
number of files may be used. Once optimization is complete (for manager type nelder-mead
every time the Nelder Mead method converges) a final set of files is written, with the suﬃx
_final_N where N is the index of the final forcefield file set, i.e. how times the optimization
has converged.
Executable(s)
(example):
exec: 2
9 grompp_mpi -f control.mdp -c geo.gro\\
-o test.tpr -p ff_out.top
6 mpirun -np NP mdrun_mpi -s test.tpr
exec: 1
1 run_simulation.sh
The first line specifies the number of execution steps in running the simulation. Each sim-
ulation to be run requires its own executable line. Each subsequent line has the number of
arguments follwed by the arguments, with the first argument is the executable itself. This is
followed by its arguments. In this example, the force field file name ff_out.top should be
specified in the ffield: line.
Number of Processors
num_proc: 1
Specifies the number of simultaneous processes that will be executed. Lines within the same
exec block will be executed sequentially. Jobs are started in batches, so to achieve the best
eﬃciency, jobs of similar lengths should be run together. For example, if num_proc is set to
4, the optimizer will start the first four jobs. Once all four jobs have terminated, the next set
of four jobs will be started.
Children’s Working Directory
child_wd: ./
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All child process started by ParOpt will have this directory as their working directory. Make
sure to write the force field files correctly, keeping this in mind. No ParOpt file output
(including force field file writing) explicitly uses this directory. This option is useful when
running a multi-phase optimization. Then control files can be maintained in one directory,
but specific running for each phase will take place in diﬀerent directories.
Seed
seed: -1
Seed for random selection of initial parameters. The random function is seeded before gen-
eration of the random parameters for each control set. A value of −1 sets the seed based on
the time.
Comment
comment_character:
Reads in the character to be used to write a one line header comment in the force field
file writing. For GROMACS, it is automatically set to ; unless overridden. Default is no
comment. If no characters are present after comment_character, the comment line is not
written.
Verbosity
verbosity: warn
Takes as argument a list of flags which specify how wordy ParOpt should be. Options are:
silent, input, warn, calc, info, exec, and all. Each controls whether to write to stderr in certain
circumstances:
silent turns all flags oﬀ.
input prints information about reading input files.
warn prints all warnings (enabled by default).
calc prints scores for data lines as they are calculated.
exec prints all commands executed by the managers.
info prints miscellaneous information.
scattering prints information for the scattering manager.
all turns all flags on.
Quit
quit: never
Determines at which stage(s) non-zero exit codes from child processes will cause the target
function evaluation to exit. Options are: never, analysis, simulation, and always. Never
will never exit the target function evaluation, while always will quit whenever getting a
non-zero exit code.
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Particle Swarm Options
num_swarmers: 50 !size of the swarm
swarm_trajectory: "swarm.xyz" !swarm trajectory output
swarm_rmsd_cut: 1.0
swarm_velocity_scale: 1.0
swarm_omega: 1.0
swarm_phi_g: 0.01
swarm_phi_p: 0.01
Nelder-Mead Options
max_nm_steps: 1000 !max steps to converge
max_nm_stuck_steps: 10 !max steps w/ identical error
nm_iterations: 5000 !max times to converge
nm_recompute_lowest: 0 !recompute every this many steps
nm_initial_point: 0 !add initial point to simplex
recalculate_errors: 15 !retry initial simplex errors
nm_constraints: boundary !constraint method
nm_a: 1.0 !alpha
nm_b: 0.5 !beta
nm_g: 2.0 !gamma
nm_d: 0.5 !delta
nm_verbosity: all !verbosity
nm_adaptive: 0 !adaptive parameters?
nm_rmsd_cut: 0.001 !nm convergence cutoff
nm_restart: 0 !restart from this file
Options for the Nelder-Mead Manager. Nelder-Mead simplex transformation parameters
α, β, γ, and δ are specified by nm_a, nm_b, nm_g, and nm_d. The option nm_adaptive scales
the Nelder-Mead simplex parameters based on the dimension of the space.1. This can speed
up optimization, especially in the case of high dimension (≫10). A Nelder-Mead iteration
is a run of Nelder-Mead from a starting set of points, resulting in convergence (rmsd below
nm_rmsd_cut) or quitting (reaching max_nm_steps, or max_nm_stuck_steps). A stuck step
is defined as a step in which the mean changed by 0 ( i.e. no points changed). The option
nm_iterations specifies the number of iterations of Nelder-Mead to run. The method of
constraints for Nelder-Mead is specified via the parameter nm_constraints. A value of
bounday places a point violating a constraint on the boundary (in the case of minimum and
maximum value constraints) or at the location specified in the constraint line (see sec. A.3.5).
A value of inf_err assigns infinite error to any point violating any constraint. The option
nm_verbosity takes a list of flags (similar to the verbosity: option). Possible flags are:
silent,error, simplex, constraint, and all.
Initial Points Generation random_about_point: 1 !Flag for initial simplex method
(example)
full_random: 0.75 !Scale range by (1-value)
1F. Gao and L. Han. “Implementing the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm withăadaptive parameters”. English.
Comp. Optim. Appl. 51.1 (2012), 259–277
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If random_about_point is specified, the initial parameter values for Nelder-Mead and particle
swarm are chosen with values a step up, a step down, or no step from the initial value. If
full_random is specified, points are chosen on the min-max range of that parameter, with
the range scaled by the number specified (p):
{min,max}− > {min+ p ∗ (max−min)/2,max− p ∗ (max−min)/2} (A.1)
A value of p = 0 gives the full range. Whichever option of full_random or random_about_point
is specified last is used.
Initialization script
(default)
initialize: 0
(example)
initialize: 1 init.sh
Command and any arguments to be run (in the order they appear in this line) before any
optimization starts. Scripts don’t work with all manager types. Scripts work with Nelder-
Mead.
Preparation script
(default)
cleanup: 0
(example)
prepare: 1 prep.sh
Command with arguments to be run (in the order they appear in this line) before simulations
are run, but after the force field file is written. This meaning depends on the manager. This
script is useful to make modifications to other simulation related files which depend on the
force field parameters, but don’t explicitly appear in the parameter set. An example is define
a charge which is opposite to a charge included in the parameter space. Scripts don’t work
with all manager types. Scripts work with Nelder-Mead.
Cleanup Script
(default)
cleanup: 0
(example)
cleanup: 2 clean.sh up
Command with arguments to be run (in the order they appear in this line) after simulations
are run, but before any analysis or comparison is performed. The is useful if backups of
simulations are desired, and ensuring that files are in the desired location for analysis. Scripts
don’t work with all manager types. Scripts work with Nelder-Mead.
Finalization Script
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(default)
finalize: 0
(example)
finalize: 1 final.sh
Command with arguments to be run (in the order they appear in this line) after optimization
is complete. This meaning depends on the manager. Scripts don’t work with all manager
types. Scripts work with Nelder-Mead
System Error
print_system_error: 1
Final Error
print_final_error: 1
Control File
print_control_file: 1
Minimum Maximum parameter constraints
add_param_range: 0 !default
add_param_range: top !example
This option selects where (top of the list, bottom of list) to add minimum and maximum
parameter values to the list of constraints. If no other constraints are being applied, the
location is not important. If other constraints are being used, then the order of constraints
may be meaningful. A value of 0 does not add parameter minimum and maximum values to
the constraints, and these values do not eﬀect the parameter space during optimization. See
section A.3.5 for more information on the constraints.
A.3.2 Constant Parameters
Constants are force field parameters that will not be varied during optimization, but will be written
into each new force field. A line consists of a name, a colon, an address, a format specification
for printf (also determines the type of the data) and the value. Refer to the addressing section
(sec. A.4) for the addressing scheme for each simulation method.
constant_name: address format_specification value
(example)
cons1: 7:10:1 "%-15.8lf" 115.0
cons2: 1:12:1 "%14d" 12
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A.3.3 Variable Parameters
Parameters that will be varied in order to produce a more accurate force are contained in this
section. As parameters and constants will both be used in the same force field file, there should
be no overlap. The number of parameters here will determine the size of parameter space to be
explored. The line contains the name, address, format, initial value, minimum value and maximum
value, and step size. Initial value and step size are used to generate initial sets of parameter when
the option random_about_point is used. The values for minimum and maximum are use when
the option full_random is set. Minimum and maximum values may be omitted. In this case, the
range is set to −∞,∞.
parameter_name: address format_specification init_val\\
min_val max_val step_val
(example)
param1: 2:11:1 "%12.4e" 70.0 90.5 0.05
param2: 2:11:2 "%14.5f" 1.1124
A.3.4 Data
The error function is computed as a sum of all the error function components:
F =
∑
i
wifi(p) (A.2)
where F is the target function value for optimization, the index i specifies a data line (see below)
wi is the weight associated with that line, p is a point in parameter space (a specific combination of
parameter values), and fi(p) is the value returned by the comparator associated with the specific
data line. Each data point, for each i, to be added to a total error is specified of a single line with
the fields:
data_name: weight tolerance analysis_executable num_args args...\\
comparator_executable num_args args....
(example)
energy: 1.0 1.0 Energy_Pot 3 paropt_data merged-0.pot reax_data\\
comparator 2 reax_data paropt_data
data name: A unique name for each data line.
weight Multiplicative factor for determining total weight.
tolerance Not yet used.
analysis The analysis executable, the number of arguments, and arguments list
comparison The comparison executable, its number of arguments, and the arguments list
Executable names for either analysis or comparison can be set to NULL to skip execution of that
phase of target function evaluation.
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A.3.5 Constraints
Complex boundaries of the allowable parameter space are defined using this section. Constraints
are applied to the Nelder-Mead optimization method and initial simplex (for Nelder-Mead) and set
of particles (for particle swarm) generation. The particle swarm optimization is not constrained.
Each line in the constraints section specifies one constraint. Individual constraints cannot be split
onto multiple lines. The constraint lines follow prefix notation, with () grouping operators and
their arguments.
(operator arguments...)
Allowable operators are
if The conditional takes three arguments: a boolean (e.g. the value returned by > or =), a real
value to be returned if the boolean is true, and a real value to be returned if the boolean is
false.
assign The assignment operator takes a parameter name (the name specified in the params:
section of the control file) and a real value to assign. It returns the value assigned. Constants
cannot be modified via constraints.
abs A unary operator returning the absolute value of the real value argument.
max A binary operator returning the maximum of two real argument values.
min A binary operator returning the minimum of two real argument values.
< A binary operator returning boolean true if the first argument is less than the second argument
and false otherwise.
> A binary operator returning boolean true if the first argument is less than the second argument
and false otherwise.
= A binary operator returning boolean true if the first argument is equal to than the second
argument and false otherwise.
& A binary logical operator taking two boolean arguments and returning the logical “and”.
| A binary logical operator taking two boolean arguments and returning the logical “or”.
! A unary logical operator returning the logical “not” of the boolean argument.
+ A binary real operator returning the sum of the two real arguments.
- A binary real operator returning the value of the second argument subtracted from the first.
* A binary real operator returning the product of the two real arguments.
/ A binary real operator returning the division of the first argument by the second.
sqrt A unary real operator returning the square root of the argument.
sqr A unary real operator returning the square of the argument.
sin A unary real operator returning the sine of the argument which must be an angle in radians.
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cos A unary real operator returning the cosine of the argument which must be an angle in radians.
tan A unary real operator returning the tangent of the argument which must be an angle in radians.
asin A unary real operator returning the principle value, in radians, of the inverse sine.
acos A unary real operator returning the principle value, in radians, of the inverse cosine.
atan A unary real operator returning the principle value, in radians, of the inverse tangent.
exp A unary real operator returning the exponential of the argument.
log A unary real operator returning the natural log of the argument. Should be paired with a
requirement that the argument be larger than 0.
mod A binary real operator returning the remainder after division of the first argument by the
second.
The global parameter add_param_range specifies that the minimum and maximum values as-
signed in the parameters section be included in the constraints section. Only variable parameters
listed in the params: section may be used. It is suggested to use #define within the constants:
and constraints section to define constraints relative to constant parameters. Examples of con-
straint lines are:
A maximum value
(assign parameter1 (if (> parameter1 MAX_VALUE) MAX_VALUE parameter1))
Alternative max. value
(assign parameter1 (min parameter1 MAX_VALUE))
A minimum value
(assign parameter1 (if (< parameter1 MIN_VALUE) MIN_VALUE parameter1))
Alternative min. value
(assign parameter1 (max parameter1 MIN_VALUE))
A parameter as a maximum value
(assign parameter1 (if (> parameter1 parameter2) parameter2 parameter1))
A.4 Addressing
Reax, GROMACS, and Generic have a 3 index addressing scheme.
A.4.1 Reax
A reax address looks like <section>:<entry>:<data> sections are:
global 0
atom 1 - each entry is an atom type
bond 2 - each entry is an atom pair
oﬀ-diagonal 3 - each entry is an atom pair
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angle 4 - each entry is an atom triplet
torsion 5 - each entry is an atom 4-tuple (with x as wildcard)
Reax force field writing only uses the first force field file in the global section line(ffield:)
A.4.2 GROMACS
GROMACS: <section>:<line>:<entry>. The GROMACS force field addressing is similar, but
not so much as rigid as Reax. GROMACS only uses the first force field file in the global section
line(ffield:). The file is written section by section, line by line, and word by word in the format
specified by the associated constant or parameter line.
A.4.3 Generic
Generic addressing is similar to GROMACS writing: <file>:<line>:<entry>, with the first address
value specifying which of the files in ffield to write to.
A.5 Scattering
The scattering manager type will run an optimization without using any external commands. This
removes the file i/o and fork/exec/wait overhead associated with the normal method of executing
a ParOpt optimization. The scattering manager utilizes the same Nelder-Mead implementation as
the Nelder-Mead manager, so all related Nelder-Mead parameters apply.
In the global section, field files should still be included, in order to determine the writing
of final force field files. No executable lines are required. The diﬀerences in input files for the
scattering manager are primarily in the data: section. Data lines are in the same form (see
section A.3.4, but analysis executable specifies an internal method of ParOpt. Comparison and
analysis are wrapped into one function call, specified by the analysis executable method. Entries
for comparator executable and its arguments are ignored. Total error is calculated in the usual
fashion, by a weighted sum of each individual contribution. Available methods for defining the
target function in the scattering manager are as follows 2.
A.5.1 Scattering Data Lines
ChiScattering
(example)
electron_density: 3.0 0 ChiScattering 2 electron.field exp_data
This analysis method computes the underlying density associated with the field_file ac-
cording to equation (A.3), symmetrizes the density, computes a cosine transformation at the
q values in the exp_data file, and compares the values according to equation (A.4). The file
exp_data should contain two column data, in plain text, and white space separated, with the
first column having q values and the second column F (q).
ρ∗(z) =
∑
i
[
gi(z;µi, σi)dz
wαi
Vslice
]
+
(
pw(z)dz − Vslice
vbulk
)
ww
Vslice
. (A.3)
2J. C. Fogarty, M. Arjunwadkar, S. A. Pandit, and J. Pan. “Atomically Detailed Lipid Bilayer Models for the
Interpretation of Small Angle Neutron and X-ray Scattering Data”. In press. 2014
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χ =
√√√√√√
Nq∑
i=1
(
keFe(qi)−Fm(qi)
ke∆Fe(qi)
)2
Nq − 1 . (A.4)
The scale factor for comparing experimental and model data is given by ke:
ke =
∑
i
Fe(qi)Fm(qi)
[∆Fe(qi)]2∑
i
[Fe(qi)]2
[∆Fe(qi)]2
(A.5)
FixCenter
(example)
fix_center: 1.0 0 FixCenter 1 volume.field
This target function contribution penalizes total lipid volume probability greater than unity,
which implies an unphysical negative value for water probability (see equation (A.6)) The
file volume.field is analogous to the field file in ChiScattering, but with volume weights
instead of electron numbers or neutron scattering lengths.
χreg1 =
∞∫
−∞
H {plipid(z)− 1} [plipid(z)− 1] dz
∞∫
−∞
H {plipid(z)− 1}
, (A.6)
FixWaters
(example)
fix_waters: 100.0 0 FixWaters 2 volume.field ATOM_NAME
This term incorporates the hydrophobicity of hydrocarbon chains into the target function.
The position of the cutoﬀ in equation (A.7) is set as the µ value for the atom with name
ATOM_NAME.
χreg2 =
1
2µcut
 µcut∫
−µcut
(1− plipid(z))2 dz

1/2
(A.7)
TotalVolume
(example)
total_volume: 100.0 0 TotalVolume 2 volume.field VOLUME
This adds in a comparison of the total molecular volume of the lipid, compared with a target
value (VOLUME) according to equation (A.8).
χvolume =
|(Vexp −∑i vαi)|
Vexp
, (A.8)
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A.5.2 Scattering Field Files
Scattering field field files are required for the analysis routines associated with the scattering man-
ager (section A.5.1). These files are plain text, white-space delimited and contain five column:
name mu_name sigma_name volume_name weight
The name column is used for reference. All other columns must be parameter or constant line
names (see section A.3.3 and section A.3.2), including the weight column. The first line of this file
must contain information for water, where values for µ and σ are set to zero:
water ZERO ZERO water_vol water_electrons
N N_mu N_sigma head_vol N_electrons
P P_mu P_sigma head_vol P_electrons
...
In this example using the approach in the ADP model 3, the following values would appear as
constants: water_electrons, N_electrons, P_electrons, water_vol, and ZERO. Values which
would appear in the parameter lines would be N_mu, N_sigma, P_mu, P_sigma, and head_vol. The
fourth column is used to specify which density is being calculated(electron, neutron scattering
length, or volume).
A.6 Output
All logging information indicating the status of a ParOpt run is written to stderr. What to write is
specified by the option verbosity (section A.3.1). Additionally, ParOpt writes the following files,
which are overwritten if they are present in the working directory:
ﬀcontol N : Each of the N control files specified on input is cpp’d and written into ﬀcontrol N .
This file is then read by ParOpt.
ﬀcontrol N .out: After reading the ﬀcontrol N file, all parameters (global, param, cons, and data)
are written to the .out file. Defaults are also written. ﬀcontrol N .out files are valid input files
for ParOpt.
comp error: ParOpt doesn’t directly write to this file, but many tools do.
final error out: Errors are written at each convergence.
times out: Section-wise information on the time elapsed while running.
system error out (squential managers only):
error out (sequential managers only):
simplex file (Nelder-Mead, Scattering only) Prints a the simplex and its properties at each Nelder-
Mead iteration. Each simplex iteration begin with a line with: “step”, Nelder-Mead iteration
index, move type (Initial, Reset, Reflect, Contract, or Expand), mean, rmsd, rmsd cutoﬀ,
simplex volume, highest value index, highest value, lowest value index, lowest value. For
example:
3J. C. Fogarty, M. Arjunwadkar, S. A. Pandit, and J. Pan. “Atomically Detailed Lipid Bilayer Models for the
Interpretation of Small Angle Neutron and X-ray Scattering Data”. In press. 2014
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step 0 Initial 7.165050e+04 2.828772e+05 1.000000e-01\\
2.478123e+01 19 1.643016e+06 27 1.756095e+02
A.7 Additional Tools
A.7.1 Comparison Tool
A general comparison tools is included:
ffcomp [-ImNoSst] --target_file (-t) targetfile
--observed_file (-o) observedfile
--index (-I) index_columns:data_columns
--method (-m) method --single (-s)
--seperator (-S) seperator_character
--target_value (-v) value
with options:
-N:
Normalize (oﬀ by default)
–target file or -t targetfile:
target data file
–observed file or -o observedfile:
observed data file
–index or -I index columns:data columns:
format for data file(s) - each line will have index columns integer indexing columns, follwed
by data columns number of columns.
–method or -m method:
allowed methods (with abbreviations) are:
square diﬀerence (squ or sqr):
chi squared (chi):
percentage (per):
nothing:
target value or -v value:
value to use instead of reading from file
–single or -s:
–seperator (-S) seperator character:
A.7.2 Forcefield Extraction
ffextract -c control_file
This command expects one line of parameter values, with white space separation, on stdin writes
force field file to stdout. The control file, which should be the post-preprocessed file ﬀcontrol N
(see section A.6 is required.
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A.7.3 Parameter Extraction
param_extract -c control_file [-p]
This method reads a control file specified by the -c flag (required) and a set of force field files
written as specified in the control file and writes updated parameter and constants lines to stdout.
The control file should be the post-preprocessed file ﬀcontrol N . The -p flag (optional) prints one
line parameter values to stdout.
A.7.4 Reax Profiles
profile [-2 type1 type2 ] [-3 type1 type2 type3]\\
[-4 type1 type2 type3 type4] ffield_file
Types, for two- (-2), three- (-3), and four- (-4) body interactions, are specified by the index
(beginning from 0) of the type in the single body parameters section of the force field file. Terms
for output, which are printed in the order they appear on the command line, are specified by flags:
-t Total energy
-be Total bond energy
-be_s σ bond energy
-be_p pi bond energy
-be_pp pipi bond energy
-bo Total bond order (uncorrected)
-bo_s σ bond order (uncorrected)
-bo_p pi bond order (uncorrected)
-bo_pp pipi bond order (uncorrected)
-vdw van der Waals interaction energy
-dvdw gradient of van der Waals interaction energy
-c q1 q2 Coulombic interaction, with charges specified by q1 and q2
By default, total energy (-t) only is printed.
The range for output is specified with -r_min, -r_max, and -dr, each of which takes a single
real valued argument. Parameters can be modified before output using the flag mod has the form:
-mod name order (1,2,3,4) type1, [type2,type3,type4] new_value
Valid names along with their associated order are: bo_cut(0), valency(1), r_s(1), r_pi(1),
r_pi_pi(1), r_vdw(1), gamma_vdw(1), alpha_vdw(1), p_bo1(2), p_bo3(2), p_bo5(2), r_s(2), r_p(2),
r_pp(2) r_vdw(2), gamma_vdw(2), alpha_vdw(2)
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A.7.5 Luzzati Thickness
luzzati ffcontrol field
This method calculates the luzzati thickness for a scattering manager optimization. The control file
should be the post-preprocessed file ﬀcontrol N . The file field determines the density for which
the thickness is calculated (see section A.5.2).
The Luzzati thickness (D), is by solving:
D∫
0
(1− plipid(z)) dz =
∞∫
D
plipid(z)dz (A.9)
.
A.7.6 Partial Volume
partial_volume ffcontrol field
The control file should be the post-preprocessed file ﬀcontrol N . The file field determines which
atoms are included in the sum, and should have atomic volumes as the fourth column (see sec-
tion A.5.2).
V =
∑
i
vαi (A.10)
A.7.7 Scattering
run_scattering ffcontrol
This computes all the target function component values for the initial point specified in ffcontrol.
A.7.8 Scattering Components
scattering_component ffcontrol data_line
This method takes a control file and a full data line, as specified in section A.3.4 (name: weight
tolerance function argc-1 args...), and computes the target function component value associated
with the line.
A.8 Getting Help
Read the manual (again)
or email: jcfogart@mail.usf.edu
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Appendix B
Silica-Water Interface
B.1 A Note to the Reader
This chapter contains material from the manuscript:
J. C. Fogarty, H. M. Aktulga, A. Y. Grama, A. C. van Duin, and S. A. Pandit. “A reactive molecular
dynamics simulation of the silica-water interface”. J. Chem. Phys. 132.17 (2010), 174704
B.2 Introduction
Amorphous Silica (a-SiO2), its surface properties, and hydrolysis have been topics of research in
diverse application domains, ranging from geo-sciences to nanoelectronics. The high dielectric con-
stant and selectivity for chemical modification makes silica among the most widely used substrates
in the design of nanoelectronic devices. Recent advances in molecular biology have demonstrated its
use in devices capable of performing in-vivo screening of biomolecules and biomolecular processes,
along with other applications in biotechnology that rely on surface modification of silica. Silica
can serve as a substrate for biosensors, electronic components, and enzymes.154,155 Since these
devices are often required to function in inhospitable aqueous cellular environments, a detailed
understanding of their interactions with water is crucial.
Experimental methods such as infrared spectroscopy,156–158 x–ray crystallography,159,160 Nu-
clear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)161 and electron microscopy do not suﬃciently describe the pro-
cesses by which silica is corroded by water at an atomic scale.162 Molecular dynamics (MD) tech-
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niques, due to their ability to probe nanoscale spatio-temporal processes, can provide valuable
insights into this problem. Conventional classical MD has the ability to simulate bulk proper-
ties of a-SiO2.38,163–165 It lacks, however, the ability to model chemical reactions, specifically the
dissociation of water and the resulting recombination of O and Oh units with the silica surface.
Consequently, while conventional MD simulations can yield reliable data on bulk silica, they do not
suﬃciently describe interfacial properties of interest.163 In a significant eﬀort, Garofalini et al. have
simulated water-silica interaction using molecular dynamics with a dissociative water model.166 Sev-
eral new observations are made using a more general reactive potential that incorporates variable
charges. The work also confirms a number of observations of Garofalini et al. A reactive potential
allows changes in bond order which coincide with changes in electron densities, thereby implying
modification of partial charges. The current work also extends the scale of reactive simulations.
Quantum mechanical ab–initio methods have been used to simulate chemical reactions at the
silica–water interface.163,167 These simulations are typically limited to sub-nanometer length and
picosecond time scales. For this reason, ab–initio approaches are unable to simultaneously describe
bulk systems and interfaces. Due to limitations on scalability, surface characteristics of silica in
ab–initio simulations are artificially constructed, as opposed to being derived from an annealing
process.168 These ab–inito simulations generally also ignore the interaction of the interfacial sec-
tion with the silica bulk. Attempts have been made to bridge this gap using hybrid simulation
techniques, whereby the surface sites are simulated using quantum calculations and bulk sections
are simulated using classical MD.169 This approach has potential drawbacks due to the interface
between the ab–inito and MD regions of the system. Classical force fields must be tuned not only
to fit experimental results, but also to interface with the ab–inito calculations. Inconsistencies
between MD force fields and quantum calculations can result in unwanted changes in the structure
of the system.167
In this work, use a novel molecular dynamics forcefield, ReaxFF, developed by van Duin et
al.142 is used. This method relies on the development of empirical force fields that mimic the quan-
tum mechanical variation of bond order. ReaxFF replaces the harmonic bonds of conventional MD
with bond orders and energies that depend on inter-atomic distances. Valencies, explicitly satis-
fied in MD simulation, necessitate many-body calculations in ReaxFF. The approach allows bond
order and all bonded interactions to decay smoothly to zero, allowing chemical reactions within
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a molecular dynamics framework. Consequently, ReaxFF can overcome many of the limitations
inherent to non-reactive MD, while retaining, in large part, the desirable scalability. The applica-
bility of ReaxFF to large scale silica systems has been questioned on the basis of its computational
cost.170 State-of-the-art implementations (SerialReax), however, have demonstrated excellent com-
putational eﬃciencies, thereby greatly alleviating scalability concerns.
Results of a reactive molecular dynamics simulation of a water–silica system are presented. It
is shown that ReaxFF is able to reproduce bulk properties of silica and water to a high degree
of accuracy, silica surface properties in agreement with that of ab–initio calculations, and predict
chemical reactions at the interface. At the time of the writting, no other computational approach
satisfactorily addresses all three aspects of this problem simultaneously.
B.3 Methods
All of the molecular dynamics simulations in this chapter are performed using SerialReax molecular
simulation software.145 ReaxFF diﬀers from a classical MD approach in several fundamental ways:
• Although no statistical mehcanical approach would ever formally assume distinguishability,
indistinguisbaility is completely required in the analysis of reactive simulations. ReaxFF
allows atoms to move from one chemical species to another. Consequently, interpretation
of ReaxFF data must assume the indistinguishability of particles, inherent to any quantum
mechanical system, even though the assumption is not explicit in the simulation technique
itself. Specifically, for the current system, oxygen atoms may transition between water and
silica, and hence cannot be labeled as members of specific chemical species.
• The bond order term and its corrections force the ReaxFF potential to be inherently many
body. Consequently, all force field terms dependent on bond order become many body inter-
actions. This makes the calculation of a reactive potential more computationally expensive
than a classical MD approach.
• The SerialReax model incorporates a charge equilibration technique (QEq) introduced by
Rappe´ and Goddard.147 This approach seeks to minimize electrostatic energy by assigning
partial charges based on ionization potential, electron aﬃnities, and atomic radii. The total
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electrostatic energy and atomic chemical potential are given by:
EQ(Q1...QN ) =
∑
A
(EA0 + χ0AQA) + 1/2
∑
A,B
QAQBJAB (B.1)
χA(Q1...QN ) = χ0A + J0AAQA +
∑
B ̸=A
JABQB. (B.2)
Total energy is then minimized with the constraints that total charge remains constant and
that all atomic chemical potentials remain equal. Implementation of QEq requires the solution
of a large system of linear equations with constraints. In SerialReax, this large system of
equations is solved at every step using an eﬃcient preconditioned linear solver (GMRES171).
• Reordering of chemical species within ReaxFF requires dynamic neighbor lists, even for
bonded interactions, such as bond, angle, and torsion. This requires careful design and
orchestration of dynamic data structures within SerialReax to minimize computational over-
head w.r.t. classical MD.
These diﬀerences add significant complexity to ReaxFF implementations, when compared to a
classical MD approach. SerialReax relies on a range of sophisticated algorithms, data structures,
and numerical techniques to minimize the cost of these computations. As a result, ReaxFF retains
much of desirable scalability of classical MD, but adds considerable simulation power.
B.3.1 System preparation
Since ReaxFF updates bond order and bond order dependent quantities at every time-step, it
requires a smaller time-step than conventional MD approaches.172 Chemical reactions occur over
sub-picosecond time scales. Thus, all simulations were performed with a 0.5 fs time-step. All
simulations, unless otherwise noted, were performed at a temperature of 300 K. A Nose´–hoover
thermostat was used in each case to couple the system to a heat reservoir.173 Whenever a constant
pressure and temperature (NPT) ensemble was utilized, a Berendsen barostat and thermostat were
used to couple to a bath.174,175 A Berendsen barostat was preferred over a Parrinello-Rahman
barostat to avoid large pressure fluctuations, which can lead to unrealistic chemical reactions.
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The amorphous silica system was constructed by initially placing 2000 silica (SiO2) molecules
randomly in a 67.4 A˚ × 67.4 A˚ × 20.0 A˚ box, resulting in a silica system with an initial density of
2.2 g/cm3. To eliminate atomic overlaps and bad contacts the system was energy-minimized in a
microcanonical (NVE) ensemble for 50 ps. The bulk and surface properties of a silica system are
highly dependent on the annealing procedure.176 Simulation of an amorphous silica slab with the
correct structural properties requires very high temperature annealing.177 Hence, the system was
annealed twice from 4000 K to 300 K. In the first annealing simulation, the system was heated
to 4000 K and gradually cooled to 300 K with steps of 100 K per 4 ps using NVT ensemble.
The system was again heated to 4000 K using an NPT ensemble, for ∼ 75 ps, until the system
completely melted and formed a uniform block with dimensions 52.110 A˚ × 50.174A˚ × 36.477A˚.
The system was again cooled, still in an NPT ensemble, to 300 K in steps of 100 K per 4 ps. All
NPT simulations were conducted at a constant pressure of 1 atm. The final annealed system was
used to perform a continuous simulation of 185 ps for validation of silica properties. The same
system was also used for the silica-water interface simulation. Fig. B.1 shows a freshly cut surface
of annealed silica.
Figure B.1: Surface of annealed silica. Undercoordinated silicon atoms are bound to only three
oxygen atoms. Undercoordinated oxygen atoms are bound to only 1 silicon atom. (Image generated
with Qutemol178)
The water system was prepared by filling a box of size 51.800 A˚ × 49.900 A˚ × 23.600 A˚(chosen
to fit the silica system) with 2025 water molecules. This resulted in a density of 0.99 g/cm3. Water
molecules were added with random alignment and location (avoiding overlap). The system was
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then thermalized under an NVT ensemble for 664 ps. An NPT ensemble was not used due to the
need to fit the water box to the silica slab. Although semi-isotropic pressure coupling would have
allowed for an NPT ensemble, it was not available in the SerialReax version used in this work. This
system was used both for the interface simulation and the validation of water properties. Position,
bond, and angle data were output every 500 steps for water verification analysis.
The water and silica systems described above were combined by positioning copies of the water
system normal to the z-axis and adjacent to the silica system, resulting in total system dimensions of
52.110 A˚ × 50.174 A˚ × 83.700 A˚. The system was then simulated under the NVT ensemble. NVT
was used instead of NPT because the diﬀerence in compressibility between a-SiO2 and water would
cause unrealistic pressure eﬀects. After 70 ps, the simulation was then restarted with velocities
randomly generated to fit the set temperature. Velocities were reset in order to remove any artifacts
from the system construction. The simulation was then run for a total of 580 ps. The system
maintained thermal equilibrium with the heat bath for the final 150 ps. Therefore, these steps were
used for structural and electrostatic analysis. As the reactions between water and the silica slab
took place in the first 150 ps of the run, chemical analysis was performed on these initial steps.
For the final 370 ps of simulation, position, velocity, bond, and angle data were written every 250
steps. Fig. B.2 shows a snapshot of the simulated system.
Figure B.2: Silica-water system snapshot: z-axis shown as horizontal. Oxygen (red), hydrogen
(white) and silicon (yellow) atoms shown.(Image generated with Qutemol178)
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B.3.2 Force field parameters
To obtain a ReaxFF description capable of describing the reactions at the SiO2/water interface the
ReaxFF Si/O/H parameters described by van Duin et al.143 were modified. While these parameters
could describe Si/SiO2 interfaces, they were solely based on QM-data describing radical reactions,
and were thus unable to describe the energetics related to proton-transfer reactions at the wa-
ter/silica interface. To extend ReaxFFSiO(2003) to these reactions, first the O/H parameters were
replaced with a set of ReaxFF O/H parameters fitted against water-clusters and proton-transfer
reactions in H3O+[H2O]n and OH−[H2O]n systems.141 Keeping the O/H parameters fixed, the
Si/O, Si/Si and Si/H bond and angle parameters were subsequently re-fitted against the QM-based
training set data used to fit ReaxFFSiO(2003). These data included bond dissociation curves for
all Si/O/H bond combinations, angle distortion energies for all Si/O/H angle combinations and
equations of state for bulk-Si and bulk-SiO2-data. To augment this training set for water/silica
cases, two additional sets of QM-based data (at the DFT/B3LYP/6-311G**++ level of theory)
were added to the training set. These sets described (i) the binding and dissociation of a single wa-
ter molecule from a Si(OH)4 molecules and (ii) reaction energies for the Si(Oh)4 polymerization.179
Fig. B.3 and Tab. B.1 compare the ReaxFF results to the QM-data for these two cases, indicating
that ReaxFF can successfully describe both the non-reactive interaction of a water molecule with
a hydroxylated silica surface and the reaction energies associated with silica formation.
Figure B.3: Dissociationg of an oxygen group from silicon. Reax force field validation.
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Table B.1: Free energy diﬀerences for force field validation.
Reaction ReaxFF QM179
Si(OH)4+Si(OH)3O− → (OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)2O− + H2O (dimer anion) +
H2O
-23.0 -20.8
(OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)2O− + Si(OH)4 →
(OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)2-O-Si(OH)2O− + H2O (trimer anion + H2O) -18.9 -14.3
(OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)2-O-Si(OH)2O− + Si(OH)4 → branched quadrimer anion
+ H2O
-24.0 -28.9
B.4 Results
B.4.1 Validation of models
Validation of the water model involves computation of the average structural properties of a single
water molecule and the static and dynamic properties of bulk water. Tab. B.2 shows a comparison
of water properties computed using the ReaxFF model with those of ab–initio simulations, and
experiments. In spite of several approximating assumptions, the current ReaxFF model reproduces
several key properties of water. The oxygen–hydrogen bond length (dOH) in the first line is the
average distance between oxygen and hydrogen atoms that share a bond order ≥ 12 . Of note is that
the model reproduces experimental data for bond length and angle within the standard deviations.
The partial charges (lines 3 and 4) on oxygen and hydrogen atoms (qO and qH) result from the
QEq process. These charges (please see Fig. B.4) are lower than the popular fixed charge water
models, such as SPC and SPC/E. Lower charges are expected since fixed charge models rely on a
mean field approximation of large partial charges to reproduce bulk properties of liquid water.180
Coordinate independence of the dipole moment vector requires molecular charge neutrality.
While the QEq method implemented in SerialReax software imposes a constant charge constraint
on the entire system, it does not require molecules to be charge neutral. hence, computation of
the electrical dipole moment of water in ReaxFF is non–trivial. To enforce neutrality, half of the
oxygen charge was assigned to each hydrogen atom, ignoring the hydrogen charge computed by
QEq. Fig. B.4 shows the distribution of charge on water molecules. The standard deviation of
water charge about a neutral molecule is 4.1 × 10−2 e, which indicates that a substantial number
of water molecules are not neutral. however, the distribution suggests that the molecular charge
constraint is only marginally violated by the QEq procedure. Consequently, approximations in-
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Table B.2: Water Data. Reax results compared with ab–initio, SPC/E, and experimental. Water
bond length is given as dOH. RDF minimum and maximum values are local min and max. Diﬀusion
is atomic self diﬀusion.
Property ReaxFF SPC/E66 ab–initio BLYP181 Experimental
dOH (A˚) 0.98± 0.04 1.000 0.973 0.957182
HOH angle(◦) 104± 4 109.47 104.4 104.5183
qO (e) −0.73± 0.03 -0.8476 — —
qh (e) 0.36± 0.03 0.4238 — —
µ (D) 2.1 ± 0.2 2.35 1.81 2.9184
OO distance (A˚) 2.88 ± 0.2 — 2.95 2.98185
OHO angle (◦) 168± 6 — 173 174186
OO rdf first max. (A˚) 2.77 — 2.80 2.82187
OO rdf first min. (A˚) 3.35 — 3.35 3.51187
DO (A˚2/ps) 0.29 0.249 0.13 0.24188
Dh (A˚2/ps) 0.29 — — —
Figure B.4: Distribution of charges in water. Water molecule charge is distributed about neutral,
with oxygen and hydrogen charges distributed about -0.736 and 0.365 e respectively.
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volved in computation of dipole moment introduce negligible error. The average dipole moment in
a water cluster has been established by both experiment184 and theory189 to be larger than that
of an isolated molecule. The dipole moment reported for ab–initio simulation is for an isolated
molecule, while the value presented here is for bulk water.
The structure factor describes the scattering interaction between incident particles and the form
of the scattering medium. Structure factor is not dependent on the nature of the interaction itself,
but rather on the geometry of the system alone. A Fourier transform on the density function
produces the structure factor.190 Since the radial distribution function (RDF) is dependent on the
density function, it can be used to predict the results of scattering experiments. The RDF between
two atomic species is defined as
g(r) = N(r)4pir2ρδr , (B.3)
where N(r) is the number of type 2 atoms in the shell between r and r + δr around the type 1
atoms and ρ is the number density of type 2 atoms, taken as the ratio of the number of atoms to
the volume of the simulation cell. Tab. B.2 (rows 8 and 9) list the properties derived from O–O
RDF. The RDF for water is presented in Fig. B.5.
Figure B.5: Water Radial Distribution Function: RDF between oxygen oxygen (O–O), hydrogen–
hydrogen (H–H) and oxygen–hydrogen (O–H) shown for bulk water.
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The diﬀusion coeﬃcient (row 10 of Tab. B.2) of oxygen in water is representative of its transla-
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tional mobility. It can be calculated from the long time behavior of the mean square displacement
(MSD) of the atom using the Einstein relation:
D = lim
t→∞
< |r⃗(t)− r⃗(t0)|2 >
6(t− t0) , (B.4)
where r⃗ is the position of the atom. The MSD of each atom was calculated over 166 ps intervals
in the 664 ps production run. A least squares straight-line fit of the trajectory averaged MSD was
then performed over the sub-interval from 40 ps to 166 ps within the 166 ps interval. Fig. B.6
shows the MSD of water oxygen and hydrogen as a function of time. The diﬀusion coeﬃcients of
these two atomic species do not show significant diﬀerence. This indicates that water diﬀuses in
bulk water mostly as entire molecules without dissociation.
Figure B.6: Water Mean Squared Displacement: MSD shown for oxygen and hydrogen atoms
within a pure water system.
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The validation of the amorphous silica model involves computation of structural properties
including mass density, bond lengths, bond angles, and radial distribution functions. Tab. B.3
reports these properties for the simulated model and a comparison with ab–inito, and experimental
values.
Though the reported density for Silica in ReaxFF is lower than that from classical MD and
experiments, the specifics of the annealing process have an eﬀect on the structural properties of the
final system. The silicon–oxygen bond length (dSiO), calculated as the average distance between
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Table B.3: Silica Data. Pure silica in Reax computed with Molecular dynamics and experiment.
Silicon Oxygen bond is given as dSiO. Max and min RDF values are local min and max values.
Coordination is calculated as the average number with the first coordination shell. Full width at
half maxiumum given in parentheses.
Property ReaxFF MD Experiment
Density(g/cm3) 2.14 2.23191 2.20159
dSiO(A˚) 1.59 ± 0.07 1.62 ± 0.05192 1.608 ± .004193
Si-Si dist.(A˚) 3.0 ± 0.2 — —
O-O dist.(A˚) 2.7 ± 0.3 — 2.65159
Si-O-Si angle (◦) 150 (21.5) 152 (35.7)176 144 (38),159 153194
O-Si-O angle (◦) 109.2 (20.9) 108.3 (12.8)176 109.4,194 109.5159
Si-O RDF 1st max. (A˚) 1.56 1.595176 1.608,193 1.620159
Si-O RDF 1st min. 2.5 — —
Si-O RDF 2nd max. 3.90 4.12176 4.15159
O-O RDF 1st max. 2.53 2.590176 2.626,193 2.65159
Si-Si RDF 1st max. 3.06 3.155176 3.077, 3.12159
Si Coordination 3.98 — —
O Coordination 1.99 — —
bonded silicon and oxygen atoms is in agreement with both experiment and MD. Angles within a
tetrahedra (O-Si-O angles) and between two tetrahedra (Si-O-Si angles) are given, along with full
width at half maximum (in parentheses). There is a wide range of Si-O-Si angles from 120-180,
which is a fundamental diﬀerence between crystalline silica and a-SiO2.159
Important aspects of the RDF for a-SiO2 are also reported in Tab. B.3. The maximum val-
ues in the RDF (RDF max.) show the most likely distance between the two atomic species in
a specific coordination shell. A minimum value indicates the radius of the shell. The average
coordination numbers for silicon and oxygen (Si and O coordination respectively), which are deter-
mined by counting the number of atoms within the first coordination shell, reflect the high level of
coordination in bulk silica. The RDFs are presented in Fig. B.7.
B.4.2 Silica–water interface
ReaxFF allows the application of a broad range of analytical techniques. This approach yields
information about the change in concentration of chemical species, which otherwise would not be
available to MD simulation. ReaxFF is capable of probing length and time scales that permit
utilization of thermodynamic and statistical tools. As a result, the silica–water interface described
produces a large amount of information. The data can be interpreted to determine the structural
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Figure B.7: Silica Radial Distribution Function: RDFs in pure silica shown for oxygen–oxygen
(O–O), silicon–silicon (Si–Si), and silicon–oxygen (Si–O)
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properties of the system, i.e., system geometry, bond characteristics, and molecular orientations.
The scope of this analysis cannot be reached by ab–initio calculations. Unlike other classical MD
approaches, ReaxFF generates data regarding the chemical composition of the system. Starting
with pure water and pure silica, the final system models a hydroxylated silica surface covered by
silanol (Si-OH) groups. The orientation of the water dipole moment gives rise to electric polarization
along silica-water surface. This charge distribution gives rise to a measurable potential diﬀerence
between the water bulk and the silica bulk. ReaxFF facilitates predictions for new experimental
techniques to investigate this.
Since ReaxFF is able to simulate chemical reactions, the approach yields statistically valid
samples of reactants produced by the silica-water interface, mostly notably silanol. The bond
lengths and angles in SiOH groups are also able to be determined.
Fig. B.8 shows the mass density for the interfacial system, as well as its constituent atoms. The
system was cut into 0.5 A˚ slabs along the z-axis, and a mass was calculated for each. The large
variations seen in the silica bulk result from the lack of fluidity at room temperature in a-SiO2,
which prevents the averaging out of local density extrema. A peak in the total mass density near
the surface results from an increase in the oxygen mass density. This local maximum is a result
of the strong alignment of water dipole moment with the silica surface. As is clearly illustrated in
Fig. B.8, a sharp boundary between water and silica does not exist.
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Figure B.8: Mass Densities: Mass densities for the interfacial system, illustrating the locations of
the Gibbs Dividers (dashed). Included is density of oxygen (red), hydrogen (teal), silicon (blue),
and the total (green).
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Thus, in order to clearly describe the interfacial area, a Gibbs dividing surface (zG) was defined
on each water-silica interfacial area. The dividing surface is chosen such that:195
∫ zG
−∞
(n(z)− n1) dz = −
∫ ∞
zG
(n(z)− n2) dz (B.5)
where n is the number density of silicon atoms and the bounds at −∞ and ∞ are defined as
the points at which n is randomly distributed about n1 or n2 respectively. Silicon atoms located
outside of these boundaries are defined as being located in the interface, while hydrogen atoms
located within these boundaries are defined as being part of the silica bulk. The silica system had
a width of 36.5 A˚ before the addition of water. An identical analysis was performed using hydrogen
number density, which yielded results that diﬀered by less than 0.5 A˚. The width of bulk silica,
defined as the distance separating the Gibbs dividers, is 33.9 A˚.
In the reaction with water and a freshly cut silica surface, hydrogen penetration into the silica
bulk has been observed as evidenced by Fig. B.8. Tab. B.4 shows atomic diﬀusion in the silica
bulk (within the Gibbs dividers) for hydrogen. The diﬀusion constant was calculated in the same
manner as for bulk water (see above). MSD was calculated for the atoms beginning within the
Gibbs dividers, regardless of later location. Straight line fitting was performed for trajectories of
∼200 ps. It is proposed that water is able to diﬀuse through a thin film of silica via hydrogen
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Table B.4: Silica-water Interface Data. Si(OH)2 is geminal silanol. Full width at half maxiumum
given in parentheses.
Property Reax Exp.
SiOH Conc. (nm−2) 5.4 4.3-5.2,197 4.9198
Si(OH)2 to SiOH Ratio 0.158 0.09-0.2197
Dh Silica Bulk ( A˚2/ps) 0.0168 —
Si Coordination 3.96 —
Si-O-h Bond Angle 113(8.3)± 7 —
hopping, i.e., rather than diﬀusing as whole units, water molecules dissociate at the surface, and
hydrogens diﬀuse through, combining with other dissociated water molecules at the other surface.
This mode of diﬀusion has been suggested by Bakos et al.196 to occur when a water molecule
encounters a narrow ring. The energy barrier for this reaction may be lower due to the pressence
of coordination defects on the surface and within the bulk of the silica slab and could therefore
be a major path of diﬀusion through a thin silica film containing undercoordinated silicon atoms
and NBO sites. Though hydrogen diﬀusion was observed in bulk silica, only a handful were able
to cross the entire span. The diﬀusion constant shown here also yields estimates of the rate of
this process. Order of magnitude estimates show that ∼ 109 years would be required for a mole of
water to diﬀuse through a thin (1 mm) silica container. In continuing investigations, a potential or
chemical potential gradient could be used to increase this rate of crossing.
Figure B.9: Silica-Water interfacial area. (Image generated with Qutemol178)
Since ReaxFF is able to simulate chemical reactions (the breaking and forming of bonds, which
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produces changes in chemical species throughout a simulation), it enables examination of the stoi-
chiometry of the silica-water reaction. Fig. B.10 shows the time evolution of total number of four
types of chemical species in the silica-water system. Fig. B.10(a) shows the total number of under-
coordinated silicon atoms, while Fig. B.10(b) shows the total number of nonbridging oxygen (NBO)
atoms. NBOs are defined as oxygen atoms having a bond with a silicon atom and no other bonds.
Both undercoordinated silicon and oxygen atoms are clearly consumed in the reaction, approaching
an equilibrium value lower than the initial value. Silanol units (Fig. B.10(d)) are products of this
reaction, increasing from an assumed initial value of 0. The water curve misleadingly indicates
a production of water. The total number of water molecules started at 4050. The equilibrium
value reached in the reaction is much lower than initial, indicating that water molecules have been
consumed, despite the early transient behavior. Fig. B.10(c) also indicates that water dissociated
within the first few picoseconds. It can be concluded that the time for the silica/water reaction to
reach equilibrium is on the order of 1/2 ns.
Figure B.10: Silica-water species counts: The number of water molecules(c), silanol molecules(d),
NBO atoms(b), and undercoordinated silicon atoms(a).
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It is clearly observed that the main product of this reaction is silanol (SiOH), in its various
forms. Based on Fig. B.10, primary reactants for this process are 3-coordinated Silicon atoms,
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1-Coordinated Oxygen atoms, and dissociated water. A possible equation for this reaction is:
h2O+ 2Si + O⇀↽ 2SiOH (B.6)
where Si and O are representative of under-coordinated (unfilled valency) silicon and oxygen atoms
either on the silica surface or in the first few angstroms of the bulk.
Once the reaction has equilibrated, the equilibrium concentration of the main reactant and
product, H2O and SiOH, respectively are determined. It is found that 149 ± 2 water molecules
have dissociated while 284 ± 2 silanols have formed. Since the ratio of water dissociated to silanol
formed is approximately 1:2, as each water molecule dissociates at the silica surface, the free
hydrogen atom bonds to an undercoordinated oxygen on the surface, and the OH group bonds to
an undercoordinated silicon atom. The equilibrium for this reaction is reached when the surface is
completely hydroxylated.
The electric dipole (µ⃗) of water molecules in the silica-water interfacial system was computed
using the same method described in section B.4.1. A plot of < cos(θ) > (z)( Fig. B.11), where θ
is the angle between the z-axis and µ⃗, yields a polarized alignment of µ⃗ with respect to the silica
surface.
Figure B.11: Water Dipole Moment: Orientation of water molecules given as Cosine of the angle
between dipole moment and surface normal (z-axis). Error bars are given as inverse square-root of
number of water molecules. Gibbs Dividers(dashed line) shown for reference.
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This alignment of charges along the silica-water interface produces a potential diﬀerence between
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the silica bulk and the water (taken to be ground). Charge density was calculated by dividing the
system into planes along z with width 0.5 A˚and taking the sum of charges enclosed. Electric
potential was calculated by integrating charge density as a function of z:199
ϕ(z)− ϕ(z0) = −1
ϵ0
∫ z
z0
∫ z′
z0
ρ(z′′)dz′′dz′ (B.7)
where z0 is in the center of the bulk water, ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, and ρ is the charge
density.
The method relies on the uniform distribution of charge within each plane along the z-axis.
Since the system has periodic dimensions in x and y, each plane is mostly homogeneous. Therefore,
this assumption does not introduce significant error. The system was divided in half and averaged
in order to eliminate the large fluctuations in charge density that arise due to the lack of mobility
in the solid silica atoms. The integrals were then performed from the outside-in (i.e., from water
to the center of the silica slab) to yield the potential (Fig. B.12).
Figure B.12: Electric potential across the silica layer: averaged over both halves of the interface.
Distance (z) shown is distance from the center of the silica slab.
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Taking the water as ground, a potential diﬀerence of 11.5 V is measured between the center
of the silica slab to the water, with the silica at a higher potential . This large diﬀerence results
from the tight alignment of water dipoles with the interface surface normal. Water molecules at
the interface are nearly 75% aligned, which leads to a large charge distribution at the surface. Ong
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et al.,200 using second harmonic generation, determine the interfacial surface potential to be higher
than that of bulk water. A direct comparison between their results and values reported here is
not possible due to ambiguitiy in indentification of the interfacial surface. Also of note is that the
potential reported here, which includes contributions from surface and dipole potentials, has the
same sign and similar order of magnitude, provided the interfacial surface is appropriately chosen.
Since choice of this surface is to some extent arbitrary, a quantitative comparison of these potential
values is imprudent.
B.5 Conclusion
A large silica water interface is studied using reactive molecular dynamics. This is the first simula-
tion of its kind that achieves the length and time scales required to investigate various properties
of such a system. A system of this size is necessary in order to produce a suﬃcient number of
silanol units on the surface to allow for statistical analysis. A simulation time on the order of a
half nanosecond is required to allow the system to reach equilibrium.
The molecular dynamics approach is based on a force field proposed by van Duin et al.143 The
specific Reax implementation (SerialReax) and force fields are validated by verifying structural
properties of pure silica and water systems. Water properties such as bond angle and distance,
charges, pair correlation data, and self diﬀusion constants were used to compare with experimental
and ab–initio data. For pure silica, bond angles and distances, coordination, and pair correlations
were used to validate the model.
The chemical reactions between reactive water and dangling bonds on a freshly cut silica surface
are analyzed. These reactions were analyzed by observing the increasing concentration of silanol
units and the decreasing number of dangling bonds on the silica surface. In these simulations,
reactions involving silanol groups reached chemical equilibrium in ∼250 ps. It is observed that
water molecules penetrate a silica film through a process similar to the Grotthuss mechanism,
called hydrogen hopping. In this process, hydrogen atoms pass through the film by associating
and dissociating with oxygen atoms within the bulk silica as opposed to through diﬀusion of intact
water molecules.
A large silica-water interface has been successfully simulated. The structural, chemical, and
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electrical properties of the interface are in excellent agreement with experimental and quantum
chemical data available today.
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